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Reagan Triumphs
With AWACS Deal
Passing U.S. Senate

Joe Cavaretta

Wednesday's break from recent cold w1111ther btoughtout spting clothing again on the UNM Campus.
Here, Mike Onen speeds to class on his bicycle.

Museutn Helped by Friends of Art
In addition, group trips at
Memberships are for one year
reduced rates are available through••, and the membership fee tax
Are you an art lover? Have you the Friends of Art.
deductible.
·
Recently, 22 Friends of Art
Membership fees are $5 for
always wanted to help out your
favorite art museum in some way members went to New York City to students, $12 for non-student and
faculty individual memberships,
but didn't know how? The Friends tour museums and galleries there.
.
$25 for family memberships, SSO
.
of Art may be for you.
.The Fnends of·Art wor~ close}y for contributing memberships and
The Friends of Art is a group of
wath
t~~ museum commattee m SIOO for supporting memberships.
people who are working in various
Anyone wanting to join the
ways to support the University of determmmg what .to. purchase for
the permll!lent collect~on.
Friends of Art can join at the UNM
New Mexico Art Museum.
There Js one Fnends of •Art Art Museum which is in the in the
The group is composed of about
me!Db~r
on the museum comrmttee Fine Arts Center.
200 members who volunteer to host
whach as composed of 13 members
opening receptions of. museum and is headed by Edward Bryant,
exhibitions and who conduct fund- director of the UNM Art Museum.
raising events.
Bryant recommends that a work be
Since its beginning in the mid
acquired and the museum com1960's, the Friends of Art has mittee votes on whether to obtain
helped the museum by contributing it.
more than $75,000. Most of this
Many of the acquisitions are of
money has been used to purchase 19th and 20th century art and of
art works for the museum's perworks by New Mexico artists.
Diane G. Nllko!l
manent collection.
Kass said without Friends of Art,
Emily Kass, assistant director of the museum woul~. not be able to
A Word Processor Service which
the UNM Art Museum, said the make many purchases for the will benefit University of New
Friends of Art helps the museum in collection.
Mexico
graduate
students,
severalways.
Kass said one of the categories departments and undergraduate
"These people are interested itt eliminated
from
National students is available through the
art artd in supporting the arts; it's • Endowment for the Arts funding Graduate Student Association.
not just financial support.'' she was museum acquisitions.
Mona E. Montano, who is
"Without it (Friends of Art) a supervising the work being done by
said. ''They make the art museum
whole segment of our audience the GSA word processor service,
more visible."
Members of the Friends of Art would disappear and the museum said that because two work-study
receive illustrated catalogs of would have fewer works.'' she said. students were hired, more theses
current museum exhibitions, free ''Just the support in having a group and dissertations are being dorte.
admission to all lectures and films of people like this is really im11
The volume of work coming
in the art department and discounts portant!'
out of GSA offices is greater, and
on all pUrchases from the museum
The Friends of Art is currently there is a greater amourtt of quality·
sales desk.
conducting a membership drive.
in that work," Montalto said.
Ellen K. Foppes, GSA President,
said that in addition to the CPt
8000, and the OCR Page Reader
which are currently being used, lhe
GSA hopes to purchase an 8100
A variety of events are available Console which will increase text
On Senior Day, Nov. 7, at the
editing capacities.
University of New Mexico, high including free passes to the UN•
The addition of a new machine
school students can find out first M/Utah football game, a dance
will enable GSA to offer its word
hand about the educational op• held in the Student Union Building
processing services to UNM
and UNM tours.
portunities available at UNM.
departments
which have previously
Times will also be made available
i<We believe a visit to a university for students to talk with financial gone off campus to get their work
campus and interaction with faculty and educational advisors and UNM done.
and students provides that first students.
One-hundred pages of a simple
format paper submitted to the GSA
hand experience which is so imFor ntore information, 'high word processing service would take
portant in the decision making
process. That's what 'Senior Day' school seniors and their parents about five working days before it
is all about,,; Charlotte C{)oper, should contact the UNM Office of would be returned to the student.
A graduate student who needs a
Senior Day program coordinator, School Relations at 277·5161 or
theithigh school counselors.
thesis or dissertation typed would
said.

Steve Sandoval

WASHINGTON President
Reagan, displaying extraordinary
muscle, scored a major foreign
policy victory Wednesday as the
Senate voted 52-48 to allow the sale
of AWACS radar planes and other
military hardware to Saudi Arabia.
The tally that defeated a
resolution to disapprove the $8.5
billion package represented a
stunning turn-around of Senate
opinion. Friend and foe alike said
Reagan's persortal persuasion was
the crucial ingredient in the
building the winning coalition
behind the largest foreign military
sale in U.S. history.
"Thank God," the president said
when aides informed him of the
final tally that showed 41
Republicans and 11 Democrats
backing the sale. A dozen
Republicans voted to block the
deal, joined by 36 Democrats.
"The cause of peace is again on
the march in the Middle East,' •
Reagan told reporters minutes
later.
The Senate vote was the focus of
intense, sometimes bitter, debate
and powerful lobbying by both
sides.
AWACS opponent Sen. Howell
Heflin, D~Aia., summed up the
battle: "I feel like I'm going to need
an arm transplant. It's been twisted
so much- this way and that way."
In the end, four previously
opposed senators
three
Republicans and one Dembcrat -

made the difference on the final day
when they cast their votes with the
president.
Foes of the proposal argued until
the last minute in the eight-hour
debate that the sale should be
rejected.
But Reagan's supporters, led by
GOP leader Howard Baker, RTenn., and Sen. Charles Percy, RIll., called the vote for the sale a
vote for peace in the Middle East.
The arms package includes five
Airborne Warning and Controls
Systems surveillance aircraft worth about $5.8 billion - six
flying tankers to refuel the huge
planes, and 1177 Sidewinder
missiles and special fuel tanks for
the Saudi's U.S. fighter jets.
The radar planes, which can spot
enemy aircraft as well as direct
friendly planes, are not scheduled
for delivery unti11985.
From 6000 miles away, Israel and
Saudi Arabia fired final salvos in
the battle, crystallizin~ arguments
as the showdown neared.
In Jerusalem, Defense Minister
Ariel Sharon said, "The AWACS
are the biggest threat facing
Israel." But Saudi information
minister Mohammed Abdo Yam ani
declared in Jeddah, "The Jewish
lobby knows very weU that these
. aircraft are necessary for our selfdefense.''
But after the vote, Israeli
Ambassador Ephriam Evron said in
·
continued on page 3

Word Processor Services Offered
By Graduate Student Association

Seniors to Visit UNM

:1

either turn in his rough draft to
Montano and she would assign it to
one of the GSA typists, or the
student could type his own paper on
the IBM Selectric which is available
in the GSA office.
The IBM Selectric is equipped
with a special element ball which is
called an Optical Character Reader.
By using this typewriter, the paper
would then be transferred onto a
floppy disc for future use by the
student at a cost of$10.
Having a paper typed costs
between $1.25 to $2.80 per page.
The prices depend on the style of
type as well as whether or not the
paper Is technical or nort-techrtical.

A paper with equations would be
higher priced.
The student could have his paper
typed and revised several different
times and then retain a disc which
would have the entire paper
recorded. On~e the paper is on disc
it may be easily revised or edited by
the student.
GSA assures graduate students
that they will adhere to all UNM
graduate school's typographical
requirements for theses and
dissertations.
Foppes said that all ONM
students interested in learning more
about the GSA word processor
services should contact personnel at
the GSA offices .

-

Spring ~chedules Available
Clas·s schedules for the Sptillg 1982 semester are available from
the Registration Center, Bandelier East.
Schedules are limited to one per person and may be picked up at
the center Monday through Friday fro1J19 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Continuous registration for the Spring semester will be Nov. 9
through 20 by appointment only and Nov. 23 through Jan. 15
without an appointmellt.
Late registration, with a late registration fee applied, will be Jan.
18-22.
Spring classes begin Jan. 18.
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continued from page 1

Deficit Could Reach $100 Billion
WASHINGTON Budget
director David Stockman conceded
Wcdncsday the federal deficit could
reach $100 billion by fiscal 1984the ye&r the administration hopes to
achieve a balanced budget.

forecast is a $60 billion deficit for
fiscal 1984 - assuming no further
budget C\lts - Stockman said the
Congressional Budget Office's $100
billion estimate is "not out of the
ballpark.''
But he said the administration
And he acknowledgec\ a "serious has no intention of letting that
threat" that the deficit this year will happen.
exceed the administration's forecast
of $43.1 billion.
"Congress will have to consider
some·
serious and tough actions to
Citing "enormous upw11rd
bring
the deficit down," he told
pressures" on the economy, Stock·
Congress'
Joint
Economic
man told reporters that government
Committee.
spending, largely .due to high interest rates, is. running "subTo achieve this year's $43.1
stantially beyond our tar.gets."
billion deficit goal, President
Although the. administration's Reagan announced in late Sep• • • • •

"C·

e
e
•

~•

!ember that Congress would have to
come up with an additional $16
billion in savings this year.
But the Senate Tuesday over·
whelmingly approved a $7.6 billion
funding bill for the Interior
Department and related agencies,
exceeding the president's budget
blueprint by $1 billion.
Stockman hinted Wednesday
Reagan might veto the bill, which
the Republican-controlled Senate
approved 87-8.
Reagan said Congress will have
to approve about $115 billion in
savings over the next three years to
balance the budget by fiscal1984.

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • · •· • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ••

~

Do you have any Zits?

•

. The UNM Division of Dermatology and the Student Health Center need volunteers
w1th ac.ne to help determine the effectiveness of a new topical antibiotic treatment.
Patients must be available for examination every other Saturday morning between
October 24 and January 16, 1982.
The final starting dates for this experiment will be October 24-29. Patients should
not be taking antibiotics or corticosteroids.
.

.
e
e
e
e

•

•••

Stock Market Report

FoR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT

••

ERMA PINON

•

277-3136

••
••
:
••

STUPENT HEALTH CENTER

Volunteers will be paid a fee.

e
e.
e

NEW YORK - Trading was million shares compared with 60.68
fairly active Wednesday.
million traded Tuesday,
The Dow Jones industrial
The American Stock: Exchange
average, up more than five points at index dropped 1.40 to 309.18.
midafternoon following T11esday's Advances topped declines 318-258
7.42-point gain, lost 0, 77 point to among the 769 issues traded.
837.61.
Volume totaled 5.02 Iilillion shares
The New York Stock Exchange compared with 4.91 million
index rose 0.14 to 69.34 and the Tuesday.
price of an average share increased
The National Association of
six cents. Standard & Poor's 500- Securities Dealers's NASDAQ
stock index added 0.16 to 119.45. index of over-the-counter stocks
Advances topped declines 843,615 gained 1.14 to 193.75.
On the trading floor, Revlon, a 5
among the 1879 issues traded.
Big Board volume totaled 48.1 3/4-point loser Tuesday, was the

:l
.j:

\

}
'

million
withbusiest
53.03 3/4
mosttoactive
million shares
traded compared
Tuesday, the
29. NYSE-Iisted issue, off 1
session in three weeks.
On the Amex, International
Composite volume of NYSE Banknote, which had higher
issues traded on all U.S. exchanges earnings, was the most active issue,
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• Ask tor r0ur student discount
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Reagan won over
early opponents of the arms package by
stressing his view that the sale is
necessary to keep the Middle East
on the road to peace and assuring
them the sale poses no threat to
Israel.
When the arms package was first
proposed, about 60 senators expressed opposition, but the margin
was. whittled down by persistent
arguments that rejecting the sale
could hamper Reagan's stature as a
world leader.
The president personally lobbied
wavering senators right up to the
last minute, and also sent a formal
letter of assurance that the deal

2Ffi.36o7

Dr. Angela Delli Sante, a
University of New Mexico exchange
professor from the Autonomous
University of Mexico, will discuss
Peru's Military Revolution: /9681975 at a free public lecture Friday
at noon.
Sponsored by the UNM Student
Organization for Latin American
Studies, the series features UNM
Latin American specialists.
Future 1ectures will inc! ude Dr.

••

Cenlral

• fasl servite

• good prices
• plenly of parking in back
• heahhy food

••
•

assassination of Egyptian President
Anwar Sadat.
But Cranston, looking back to
the budget and tax cut battles of the
summer, conceded that every time
Reagan has "put on a full-court
press, he has won his battles in
Congress."
As Senate legislative clerk BiU
Farmer called the roll, top Reagan
aides at the White House listened to
the tally on an open telephone line,
"That did it," Secretary of State
Alexander Haig said when the
magic number was reached.

Peru Lecture Planned

w

Korean Door Restaurant

••
••
•

Washington, "The unique and
close friendship between the U.S.
and Israel transcends any temporary disagreement between us."
The leaders of several Jewish
groups - known as the "Jewish
lobby" -that worked feverishly to
stop the sale were conciliatory.
They reiterated their concern, but
urged the administration to
redouble its commitment to Israel
and enlist Saudi support for the
Camp David peace process to
mitigate any damage.
Daniel Thursz, executive vice
president of the B'nai B'rith
International, said the sale "brings
new danger and increased
vulnerability to Israel,'' But he
urged Reagan to call on Saudi
Arabia to "respond by $Upporting
the American- Egyptian-Israeli
peace process and stopping its
financial and military support of
PLO terrorists.''
Sen. Alan Cranston, D.-Calif,
who led the floor fight against the
sale, said two events were pivotalwhat he called the "incredible"
defection of announced opponent
Sen. Roger Jepsen, R-fowa,
''despite strong statements that he
had made to the contrary," and the

138

June Carter of the modern and
classical languages department
Nov. 12 on Central American black
literature and Dr. John Johnson,
editor of the Hispanic American
Historical Review, on Dec. 4.
More information about the
series is available from the Latin
Amrican Institute at 801 Yale NE.
Friday's lecture will be in the
Student Union Building, Room 250
A-B.

Free $3 Credit

could be canceled any time to the
Senate as the final debate began.
The four senators who came
down on Reagan's side in t)le end
were Republicans William Cohen
of Maine, Mark Andrews of North
Dakota, Slade Oorton of
Washington, and Democrat
Edward Zorinsky of Nebraska.
The. question before the Senate
- with Vice President George Bush
serving as presiding officer - was
passage of a resolution to block the
sale, a measure already passed by
the House. Both houses needed to
veto the deal to kill it.
The reverse nature of the
question was confusing - even to
some senators.
Sen. Robert Packwood, R-Ore.,
floor leader of the light against the
sale, said he realized the battle was
lost when Andrews called him
Tuesday night to say that he was
swtiching his vote after a personal
talk with the president.
Packwood praised the president
for doing "a whale of a persuasive
job," and said he now realizes that
it was a .mistake for the opponents
to have concentrated on the
AWACS part of the sale instead of
other elements, like the Sidewinder
missiles and the F-15 enhancement
package.
Senate Republican sources said
the administration had two more
hidden votes, which could have
been called on - if needed - to
give the president as many as 54
votes in favor of the AWACS sale.
The last-minute missive included.
assurances the United States could
cancel the AWACS sale if U.S.
interests were jeopardized or if the
Saudis misused them.

Tonight
7:00 to 9:00p.m.
Sneak Sale Preview

Books
cheap, cheap, cheap /

Records
from $1.98
Folk, Jazz, Rock,
Classical

-·········~·······················,······~······

Free $1 credit for
~~~·customers
in
....
'
- "'""•''
costume
~

.

~;..;;:~

Planning an

·A & S Degree?

Free double your
coupon credit
tonight only

come to an

.
~0
..~tas u•tr~,........'Z..~
411~

--~NC

Oct._. . .

}}.t ST

~~!"~s~A~

/tudentJ
lower level
f2.00 nortliweJt cotner of Uie /.U.B.
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For Unusual Costuming try

~-~h

RALLO,.
WEEN

ARTS & SCIENCES
UPDATE MEETING

Tue.•Fri. 10-6
Sat. 12-5

lilf31i ST.,.-LI:
134 l-J<>Nard

S.t;.,

and get the latest on

'265-4365
,t
1,

N
0
T
I

c

E

Absentee
Voting

(3·2 Program, Individualized Majors & Minors, etc.)

Mitchell Han·. Room 122
Mon., Oct. 26, 2:00 p ..m.
Thurs., Oct. 29, 2:00p.m.
and
Biologv, Room 139
Mon., Nov. 2, 7:.00 p.m.

for
Student Elections

t************************
will be held
t
iC
.
8 a.rn.- 4 p.m.
il
SUB· Room 242- 2nd lloor
-tt
tiCiC Monday,Nov.2·Tuesday,November3
Thursday, Oct. 29 • Friday, October 30 -ti
t
************************
Authorized by A.S.U.N.M. Elections CommissionElven L. Romero, Chairman

•CST
• Entrance Requirements
• Graduation Requirements
• Majors & Minors
• Special Options & Programs

~ 'j

;

.

I
I
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iSl Credit
I
I
I
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I

with purchase of $10.00
Sale merchandise only
Void after Friday Nov.13, 1981

II UNM Bookstore 1I
1
. Sale Coupon . 1
~--------------------·
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Editorial

Evangelism Seems To Be Abused
Despite the ;,:eal of the evangelists, excessiveness is
not next to Godliness.
If you have ever watched Sunday morning
television you might have thought God only saves
those who jump around and sweat a lot. While, for
the most part, the over-enthusiasm of the television
preacher is harmless, the new mood of the nation
may lend itself to an abuse of this excessive
behavior.
During the confirmation hearings for Supreme
Court Justice Sandra O'Connor, the senate
"inquisition" spent the majority of their time
questioning her, or what they perceived to be her,
abortion stands. Although abortion is an important
issue, so is desegregation, gun control, equal
pay ... The senators were overly concerned with
their chosen issue when it was most important they
maintained a balanced perspective.
The fact that these senators were influenced by the
new political power of people like Rev. Jerrv Falwell
and groups like the Moral Majority is disturbing to
say the least. At the same time they could simply be
one more special interest in the lobbying effort, the
zeal with which they attack their goals and the scare
tactics they use to convince their followers brings to
mind Torquemada,
But the most frightening aspect of this new religious
excessiveness is the amount of money backing the
movement. Religion has been recognized as a

multimillion dollar business tor a long time. One look
at Oral Roberts University in Oklahoma confirm•
that there are big bucks in evangelism. By watching
that same Sunday morning television preacher, you
can learn it costs $19.99 to get to heaven {tax
deductablel.
The religious lobby, of course, uses their hardearned (71 funds to convince uncooperative
representatives. The Moral Majority is so wellheeled, in fact, that television producer Norman
Lear has undertaken a massive campaign effort of
his own encouraging freedom of choice {"it's the
American way" I.
It's not hard to argue that religion should have
higher aspirations than making a profit. That is
obvious, Perhaps Rev. Big Bucks should take the
example of the Catholic Church to learn from. The
seed for the end of the Catholic Church as the
Universal Christian Church was planted in the gold
filigree of the priest's chalice. Tithing, the collection
of church taxes, and buying indulgences, paying for
the redemption of souls, created such animosity
among the congregation that the Church never
recovered. The excessiveness of the Catholic
Church in its moral and monetarY obligations from
its followers directly caused Christians to split into
their many factions.
An old adage recommends in all things,
moderation. Perhaps evangelists should listen
because excessiveness is next to nothing.
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Letters

Senator Reveals ASUNM Politics: Something Different
Ed•tor;
Well thank God that someone
finally realized what has been
going on in the ASUNM Senate
all year long. Petty rivalries,
insecure
senatorial
position
feelings, and down-right backstabbing has been taking place
since I first assumed my
senatorial position last spring.

I'II have to admit, when I first set
foot into the ASU NM Senate
Chambers, I was a greenhorn to
ASUNM politics. I had never
been to a senate meeting nor any
of it's functions but was hoping
that my high school student
council presidency would get me
through it all. Soon I found out

that I had many "friends" in the
Senate and in ASUNM who
where willing to help me. (Too
bad most of these "friends"
wanted something in return.)
I also remember that everyone
was for "working together and
helping students in any way they

Moral Majority Misses Important Points;
Modern-day Christians Ignore Scriptures

Editor:

I hope that I can shed some light on the recent
controversy surrounding the so-called Moral
Majority. Many of those who call themselves Moral
(with a capital Ml seem to be missing some verv
important points of Scripture.
Nowhere in the Bible does God give men the right to
enforce God's laws; in fact, the whole message of
the New Testament concerns God's forgiving
nature. Jesus said, "Let he among you who is
without sin cast the first stone." Many modern-day
Christians ignore the deep humility implied in that
statement. Indeed, thE! most vocal of them seem

more concerned with moral conformity than with
self-examination.
In the same vein, I don't personally believe a woman
should have an abortion. If she chooses to do so, it
is a matter between her and God - no one else has
a say in it.
Finally, this: When Jesus' disciples asked him how
they would know when the end of the world was
near, he said, "There shall arise false Christs and
false prophets .•. By their fruits ye shall know
them.''
Charles Glover

could," but what has developed
is prettyfarfrom this.
Now I'm not saying that all of this
time has been completely wasted
by the senate but it has fallen
extremely short of its enormous
potentia I. Why did this injustice
to students occur? Because
senators were more concerned
with name calling, sabotage,
muck-raking of other senators
than the betterment of sudent
life.
Whether these actions are for
peronal gain or not has yet been
proven but the stage is certainly
falling piece by piece into place.
It's a shame that these selfdefeating efforts could not be put
to use in more practical and
stud,ent oriented ways. What is
slowly developing from the
ASUNM Senate is a marionette
group of people who quarrel and
bicker so much that no time is left
for trving to improve student life
atUNM.
I can't say that I have devoted 24
hours a day to the ASUNM

~

I
I
I
I

Senate, but I feel that the time I
have spent has been well·
budgeted and of course there are
other senators who also have
been working hard but all of us
could be doing a gri!at deal more.
This goes not only for the new
senators but fer the old senators
as well.
We as senators must work extremely hard to put the best
interests of the students at UNM
up front. We must put our own
differences aside and work
together. I think that students
would appreciate the most minor
accomplishment by the senate,
whether it be the landscaping of
dorms or the lowering of tuition
rates, results are the only answer.
The only way we can see results
is by unity and judging by the
way things are going now; unity
of the senate would be one of the
biggest accomplishments we
could ask for.
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Vince Baca
ASUNM Senator
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Fantasy Films Flourish
Robert Sanchez
Three Ringsfor the Elven-kings under the sky,
Seven for lite Dwarf-lords in their halls of stone,
NineforMort(l/ Men doomed to die,
One for the Dark Lord on his Dark Throne
In the Land of Mordor where the Shadows /(e
One Ring to rule them a//, One Ring to find them,
One Ring to bring rhem all and in the darkness bind them
In the land of Mordor where the Shadows /ie.
J.R.R. Tolkienfrom The Lord of the Rings
Perhaps it all started In 1917 when J.R. R. Tolkien started writing his
fantasy epic, The Lord-of the Rings; perhaps in 1960 when President John
F. Kennedy decided to take the moon away from science-fiction; or
perhaps it started itl1976 when filming for the biggest blockbuster movie in
history, Star Wars, began.
Who can say? But recently, the growth in fantasy has been fantastic,
especially in Hollywood. This year saw the release of Excalibur,
Dragonslayer, Heavy Meta/, Clash of the Titans and Superman II, just to
name a few.
The Lucas Films production company is looking to continue its Star
Wars saga. Pino DeLaurentiis Productions will soon complete filming
Conan the Barbarian and is looking at the possibility of filming the Dune
trilogy, authored by Frank Herbert.
"Like everything else in industry, fantasy films are cyclical," said Ben
Cammack, vice president of distribution at Universal Studios.
"Horror films had their time, now there's a trend toward fantasy," he
said.
However he added that the trend is not so recent, but that it started with
Star Wars ;nd since its release, lots of films have been trying to emulate it.
"The people want special effects and escapist entertainment," he said.
"Fantasy l'iims are not necessarily a fad," said Charles Lippincott, vice
president in charge of production for Pi no PeLaurentiis. "Westerns atone
time were popular," he said. "They died because there are very few people
left who remember what the West was like. Now people are used to the
city. We are in a period of turmoil. At critical moments like these, with
confusion and difficulties, people want escapist entertainment."
He said that today's forms of escapist entertainment lie heavily in
fantasy films.
"We try to do things that we believe in. We try to reach the broadest
spectrum regardless of age or sex," Cammack said. "The average
moviegoer is 14 to IS years of age, but we are starting to see an older
auUicnt!c."
Lippincott said that most fantasy movies. have been geared toward a
younger age group. He said that a reason why movie-goers appear to be so
young is that movies are a social event, especially while dating.
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Days of Yore Recur with Group
Craig Chri;""Singer with the society's name.
Thewlis said that the society is not just a historical
With a cry of "Lay on!" from the marshal, the two organization.
"Most wllo find the society fascinating are fond of
armor-clad persorts rush at each other. Their swords
are drawn and their shields are in defensive positions. Malory, Tolkien, adventure fiction, and fantasy,
Is this a new King Arthur film being shot? Or a new Those purely interested in historical reconstruction
find us infuriating becuase we're not committed to
strategy in the beefed-up Reagan defense program?
No, it's neither one. Just the weekly Society for accuracy when it conflicts with ideals," Thewlis said,
The S.C.A. is divided into eight kingdoms. New
Creative Anachronism tighter practice.
The Society, or the S.C.A. as it is affectionately Mexico is in the Kingdom of Atenveldt which also
known by its members, is a national, non-profit, includes Arizona, Colorado, Wyoming, Utah,
educational organization dedicated to trying to Southern Idaho, and El Paso, Texas. The Kingdoms
recreate the life, arts and sciences of the medieval ages are made up of smaller groups from Principalities to
Baronies, Shires, Colleges, and Cantons. The
before 1601.
The organization has grown to approximately 5000 Albuquerque area is known as the Barony of alsubscribing members nationwide. But it is estimated Barran.
These small groups have their own officers and host
that only as little as one-tenth of the people who attend
S.C.A. events or take part in its activities regularly are events such as tourneys, feasts, revels and
coronations. The public is welcome to attend, but are
registered members. .
To join in the activities, all one needs is a costume, asked to dress in appropriate medieval clothes.
"We have visitors dress up so they don't feel out of
and to get into the mood of the "Current Middle
Ages" more easily, a created persona - adopting the place, and we are trying to recreate the Middle Ages,''
name and culture of an imaginary person. Personae explained Lady Aislinn Rowena Clellan, an 11th
can not be literary or historical characters.
century Anglo-Saxon, who mundanely is Harriet
"The great thing is writing out the life story of my McKenney, an insurance secretary. "Therefore, we
persona and playing out the role of Aelinel," said Paul like everybody to look like they're out of the Middle
Alan Haynes, a nursing aide. His persona is a 14th- Ages, Blue jeans and a t-shirt just do not tit in with
century Bavarian forester, Lord Aelinel von 13th-century French houppelandes or lOth-century
Nachtenwaldt.
Saxon gowns."
Representatives from Europe, Asia, Africa, and
Tournaments revolve around fighting competitions
. Japan- the known world of the time- can be found and are usually held outside. The battles are very real
in the society.
tests of skill and strength and are governed by the
"Rules of the List." They are not rehearsed.
The society has humble beginnings.
During the 1960's, two Air Force linguists stationed
Fighters wear protective armor including a properly
in Germany, Pave Thewlis and Ken de Maiffe, became fitted steel helm and gorget to protect the head and
interested in medievalism. However, they were neck. A Knight Marshal inspects all armor and
skeptical of the literature where 25-pound broad- weapons and looks to the safety of the fighters and
swords were swung around somebody' s head 50 times spectators.
before smoting down the opponent.
The weapons are made from rattan, a flexible
"So, when we got out and went to Berkeley, we bamboo-like wood used in wicker furniture, covered
decided to see for ourselves," Thewlis told with padding and duct tape. Thewlis says the rattan is
Smithsonian magazine (June 1981).
used because "it transmits the impact of a blow all
The first tournament was in 1966 and a dozen over. You end up with a glorious bruise, but no
fighters took part in it. Six weeks later, right before broken bones,"
.
the second tourney which drew twice the amount of
Fighting is done to achieve the effect, not the results
fighters, science fiction author Marion Zimmer of real weapons. Murderous intent is very heavily
Bradley (known for her Darkover books) came up
continued on page R-7
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friends would string one apple for each person, and
hang them in front of a roaring fire. When the string
burned through and one particular apple fell, the
per1on to whom the apple belonged would be the first
of the group to marry. Bobbing for apples originally
was a means for obtaining the same prediction. (One
crop that was not consumed after Oct. 10 was that of
the wild blackberries, since Satan was believed to have
caused them to be unfit for human consumption.)
This was also the evening that village children would
beg for apples and pennies, or possibly plums. But for
the most part, the observance of the ending of the old
year seems mainly to have been a time of dread or
penance, at least for the older and more superstitious
folk. Churchyard prayers and observances often were
conducted for the souls of departed family and
friends, with fresh flowers being placed at graveside.
But the greatest fear, and one seemingly dating back to
Celtic observances, was that of the sun failing to rise
the next day. Most people carried burning torches or
bundles of straw to the huge bonfires that would be
lighted Halloween night, presumably to .encourage the
return of the sun by association with the light or forces
of good.

Survival Is Key to Fantasy Game
Craig Chrissinger
Ever wanted to catch a dragon by the tail? Clank
down at the Round Table for a tankard of mead with
the knights? Or do battle with such bizarre creatures as
harpies, ogres, or minotaurs?
Fantasy fans have their chance to do so with the
game of Dungeons and Dragons, created in 1974 by
Gary Gygax and Dave Arneson.
In the words of Gygax, D&P (as it is called by its
players) is a "fantasy role-playing game, which is the
descendant of formal wargames.''
Gygax explains military miniature gaming, the
ancestor of P&P, has existed for quite a while. In
1913, H.G. Wells wrote Little Wars, a book which
started the whole idea of wargaming. The game, he
said, that really caused the genre to grow was Tactics,
published in 1956 by Avalon Hill.
Players become elves, dwarves, humans, hobbits,
and gnomes to take on the professions of warriors,
magic users, clerics, monks, rangers, paladins, thieves,
and assassins.
Sales of the game had grown to $4 million in 1979.
By the end of September 1981, Gygax and his company, TSR Hobbies, formed in 1973 as Tactical
Studies Rules, expects to have sold $20 million worth
of games and accessories.
The game begins after one person, . the Dungeon
Master (or PM for short, "a sort of combination
designer, referee, and arbitrator," Gygax said),
creates a playing world, a maze of underground
tunnels, a city, an island, a castle., or an entire continent. The playing area. is filled with monsters, traps,
other humanoids and treasure.
The players must then create themselves by rolling

tips
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It's that time of year again when people start turning up the collars on their coats ... and turning up
small goblins and ghosts the last night of October.
While children regard Halloween as a time for fun
and conspicuous sugar consumption, All Hallow's Eve
began as a serious, even mystical observance. October
31 marked the beginning of winter to the ·ancient
peoples, and for farmers especially it began a dismal,
barren season. Many of the traditions and customs
surrounding the date had to do with divination, either
for crops or using the harvested goods themselves for
predictipns.
For example, most farmers believed that certain
people could control the weather, whether the person
in question was a religious or occult figure, And the
household fire was not allowed to go out at all during
the long night, for fear the denizens of evil and
darkness - witches, demons, and departed souls
condemned to wander - would enter the home and
cause harm to the occupants.
As for predictions using the new crops, apples and
.nuts were most commonly employed, being plentiful
and .accessible at the fall season. Often a group of
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dice to determine their characteristics and abilities.
Three normal (six-sided) dice are thrown for each of
the six abilities, strength, intelligence, wisdom,
constitution, dexterity and charisma.
Again the dice are rolled to determine the
character's wealth in gold pieces. With this gold, the
player must clothe and outfit his characters as best as
possible. Finally, the game is ready to begin.
In a review, a Los Angeles Times reporter describes
the object of the game, "Dungeons and Dragons is a
lot like life- you learn and you survive."
As the character learns and lives, he gains "experience points," which increase the skill of his
abilities and "hit points," which give him less chance
of being killed.
The PM is the key to the whole campaign. Gygax
points out the DM is "inimical and beneficial and the
worst and the best and the most trivial and the most
portentious character."
The OM must play out every character the players
encounter- from a friendly god to a talking horse to
an angry barbarian to an innkeeper.
"The Dungeon Master isn't just a foil- once he's
designed that situation, he has to interact with it too,"
Gygax said.
Time is the good OM's friend, along with reading.
He must do a lot of research and creating. Ideas come
from science fiction and fantasy books, comic books,
classics, mythology, movies and everywhere else he
looks.
While the players are individuals, they must
cooperate with each other or they will fall easy prey to
one of the DM's fiendish ploys. The players are trying
to outwit the PM and live.
continued on page R-7
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Pinball machines, such as this one in the SUB Basement,and video
games derive many of their creative ideas from fantasy.

Shop Centers on Fantasy
Terri Jenkins
Fantasy is a phenomenon that is going to continue to grow in the future
said Wayne Godfrey of Wargames West, 3422 Central, S.E., a small sior;
which specializes in war and fantasy games.
"Fantasy is a national trend," Godfrey commented. "It hit
Albuquerque particularly hard because it has a store to sponsor it."
Wargames West is indeed a sponsor of the fantasy trend, as its game room
is open to the general public free of charge every Friday from 7 to II p.m.
The game room is the scene of many games of Dungeons and Dragons, for
example, played by all ages and professions: college students, school
children, doctors, lawyers, professors ...
''I thought at first it (Dungeons and Dragons) was a fad, but it is here to
stay," Godfrey said.
He said that he couldn't give an estimate of how many people in
Albuquerque are into fantasy games, but as a "guesstimate," about 65
percent of the store's business involves the fantasy area.
Of course Dungeons aM Dragons is not the only game carried by
Wargames West. All of the store's games are geared toward the "very
specialized clientele, the persons who enjoy being intellectually
continued on page R-7
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conceptions southwest

NEW CmLD PRODUCTIONS is a, university based
theatre company to bring productions of
works of minority and women writers. They
will perform during Noontime Entertainment
at the SUB Fountain Oct. 30 from noon to 1
p.m.
THE NEW MEXICO SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
CHoRus and the NMSO Chamber Orchestra,
have scheduled a concert at the First
Presbyterian Church, 215 Locust N.E. at 8
p.m., Oct. 30. General admission will be $5
and for students and senior citizens it will be
$3; available at the door or by calling 8428565.
A DANCE CoNTEST is scheduled for Oct. 30
from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. at the Subway Station
with cash and album prizes. Music will be
provided by Jams Unlimited.
THE ALBUQUERQUE PRESCHOOL Co-oP is having
its annual fundraiser Halloween Party on
Oct. 31 from 11 to 3 p.m. at the school, 606
Candelaria N.W. There will be games, food,
prizes, costume contests and a silent auction.
BACH-A-THON , 96 ,, a 12~hour organ recital is
scheduled for Oct. 31 beginning at noon in
Keller Hall. General admission is $3,
students with I.D. are $1.50. The Bach-athon will be performed by students of UNM
and members of the Albuquerque Chapter of
the American Guild of Organists. The
purpose of the Bach-a-thon is to raise money
for re-building practice organs for students.
A MASQUERADE DANCE is scheduled for Oct. 31
from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. Street Scene and Jams
Unlimited will perform. Cash prizes will be
awarded to the "originalest, funniest and
spookiest costume." Admission is $2 for
UNM, Technical-Vocationa,l Institute and
University of Albuquerque students and $3
for the general public.
GEo, a contemporary rock band from
Houston, will perform during Noontime
Entertainment Nov. 4 from noon to 1 p.m. in
SUB Ballroom. Geo will also appear on
KUNM radio the following Saturday and on
Channel14's Accent at 9 p.m. on Sunday.
THE FIRST ANNUAL NEW MEXICO AMATEUR
BALLROOM DANCE TouRNAMENT is scheduled
for five consecutive Thursday nights starting
Nov. 5 at the Roxy Restaurant, 9500
Montgomery N.E. The contest is open to all
amateur dancers over 21 years of age and is
sponsored by the Roxy and by Bolack
Travel. Competition will begin at 9 p.m.
each night and first prize will be $3000 in
cash. For more information call 298·1858 or
293-7930.
WHEELCHAIR BASKETBALL at Johnson Gym Nov.
15 at 7:30 p.m. sponsored by Sunrise
Civitan.
UNM INTERNATIONAL FoLK DANCE CLUB meets
every Tuesday night from 7 to 10 p.m. in the
SUB Ballroom. There is a 50 cent charge.
There is teaching for beginners.
ScRABBLE PLAYERS CLUB No. ,. 9 meets Thur·
sdays at 7 p.m. at the Trumbull Recreation
Center, 419 Pennsylvania S.E. Admission is
$1. They will sponsor a Grand Canyon Open
Scrabble Players Tournament Nov. 6-8 at
the Grand Canyon. For more information,
cal1292-1080 or 277-5718.
WAGON WHEELS SQuAJi.EDANCE CLuB meets
Thursdays at 7 p.m. in the SUB Ballroom.
There is a live caller; refreshments are
provided.
UNM .BALLROOM DANCE CLUB meets every
Friday evening from 7 to 9 p.m. in the SUB
Ballroom. The club gives free mini-lessons at
the start of each session.

Tingley Coliseum at 8 p.m. The concert is
already sold out.
·
BEACHBoYs will appea,r in concert Nov. 28 <tt
Tingley Coliseum. Tickets are on sale now.

THEATER
DRACULA - Now showing at the Bam Dinner
Theatre and continues through Nov. 29. The
play is the comica,l version of Dracula.
Dinner starts at 6:45p.m. and the play starts
at 8:15 p.m. The theatre can be reached by
taking 1-40 east and exit at Cedar Crest and
traveling about four miles along the road.
MuMMENSCHANZ showing at Popejoy Hall
Nov. 5 at 8:15p.m.
THE FouRPOSTER (from which i:he musical "!
Do, I Do" is based on)- Now through Nov.
8 at the Albuquerque Little Theatre.
Showtimes are Tuesday through Friday at 8
p.m.; Saturday at 6 and 9 p.m. and Sunday
at 2 p.m. General a,dmission is $10. The
production stars Georgia Engals, who played
the character Georgette on The Mary Tyler
Moore Show.
NIKOLAIS DANCE THEATRE will appear at
Popejoy Hall Nov. 10 at 8:15p.m. featuring
Alwin Nikolais, choreographer, composer
and designer.
NEw MEXICo CoLLEGE THEATRE FESTIVAL AND
SouTHWEST THEATRE CoNFERENCE - Oct. 29:
Just a Song a,t Twighlight - Experimental
Theatre, 10:30 a.m.; The Primary English
Class - Rodey Theatre, 1 p.m.; The Circle
Game - Experimental Theatre, 4 p.m.;
Lysistrada- Rodey Theatre, 8 p.m.
Oct: 30: New Play Performance
Experimental Theatre, 10:30 a.m.;
Celebration- Rodey Theatre, 1 p.m.; Boob
In the Tube- Experimental Theatre, 4 p.m.;
Mirage- Rodey Theatre, 8 p.m.
.
Oct. 31: Went To Town Singin' - Rodey
Theatre, 1 p.m.; Death's Nose - Rodey
Theatre, 8 p.m.

NIGHT ENTERTAINMENT
ALADIN RESORT HoTEL (13400 Central S.E.)Benefit evening of jazz music and dancing
Nov. 1: Alma and Street Life begin playing
at 7 p.m.; tickets $4.50 available at
Ticketmaster. Proceeds to Albuquerque's
non-profit Community Cable Channel and
Quote ... Unquote, Inc. Media Access
Center.
DANBr's (2900 Coors N.W.)- Oct. 26 through
Halloween, Laney McDonald on. piano.
Nov. 1, Billy Morris and his Dixieland Jazz
Band.
THE DisTILLERY (1400 University S.E.) Sponsoring UNM Cross-country Ski Team
Bike-a-Than Oct. 31; Halloween party with
prizes for costumes begins 8 p.m. with

CoNCERTS AND RECITALs
Stations on the AM dial:

published annual~y
words and pictures - ______ _

AN EvENING OF SoNG AND STORY scheduled for
Nov. 1 at Keller Hall at 8 p,m. Features
Terry Garthwaite, Rosalie Sorrels and
Bobbie Louise Hawkins.
THE UNM CONCERT CHOIR will perform in
Keller Hall Nov. 3 at 8:15p.m.
STATLER BRoTHERS with Brenda Lee will appear
in concert at Tingley Coliseum Nov. 6.
JouRNEY will appear in concert Nov. 10 at

KRKE

KDAZ
KOB
KQEO

KKIM
KPRM
I<XKS
KAMX

KZIA

610
730
770
920
1000

1150
1190
1500
1580

Country music, news
Contemporary Christian music
and programs
Middle of the road, news
Oldies
Christian music and programs
Easy listening, middle of road
Beautiful music
(15X) Top40
News. talk shows

Tinker playing.
FRIAR's PuB (6825 Lomas N.E.) - Thursday
Oct. 29, Dos Equis beer 60 cents 9 p.m. to
midnight; drawings for T·shirts. Halloween
Costume Party Saturday night, Trouble
plays at 9 p.m.
FRIAR's NoRTH (4410 Wyoming N.E:) Halloween Costume Party Saturday night
Oct. 31 with Sassy Jones.
NED's (4.200 Central S.E.) - Halloween
Costume Contest with prizes for Best
Original Costume, etc, SpeCial ghoulish
drinks; Wet Socks begins playing 9 p.m.

MoviES
The ASUNM Film Cpmmittee will present the
following films this week in the SUB Union
Theater:
The Fearless Vampire Killers - (Films
Incorporated) 'Would you believe a horror
story about ghouls that is outrageously
funny? How about director-actor Roman
Pola,nski running around a chateau in a Little
Lord Fauntleroy get-up, pursued by a
homosexual vampire? This film is a tribute to
the horror genre, and Polanski satirizes the
sexual fears that have been sublimated in
vampire lore." Showtime Thursday a,t 7,
9:15 and 11:30 p.m.
To Have and Have Not- Loosely based on
Ernest Hemingway's short story. Humphery
Bogart plays an American charter-boat
captain in Martinique who gets involved
with the Nazis. Shows Friday at 7, 9:15 and
11:30p.m.
Love at First Bite - George Hamilton plays a
modern-day Dracula in this romantic
comedy who likes to spend time in
Manhattan's discoes. Susan Saint James
plays a fashion model who Hamilton falls in
love with, and who loves having her neck
nibbled on. Showing Saturday at 7, 9:15 and
11:30p.m.
Films of Will Hindle - Including: "Chinese
Firedrill," "Billabong," "Watersmith/' and
"St. Flournoy Lobos-Logos and the Eastern
Europe Fetus Taxing Japan Brides in West
Coast Places Sucking Alabama, Air.'' Shows
Wednesday at 8 p.m.

America's Secret Places Travel and
Adventure film sponsored by the Sandia
Kiwanis Club and Popejoy Hall. Scheduled
for Nov. 2 at Popejoy Hall. For more information call277-3121.
Superior-Land of the Woodland Drummer Nature and Wildlife film sponsored by the
Central New Mexico Audubon Society and
Popejoy Hall. Scheduled for Nov. 3 at
Popejoy Hall. For more information call2773121.
All the Marbles - Albuquerque Six Drive-In,
Coronado Four, Montgomery Plaza
An American Werewolf in London -

Stations on the FM dial:
KLVT
KANW
I<UNM
KRST
I<OB
KWXL
KHFM
I<ZZX
I< KJV
KFMG

88.3
89.1
90.1

92.3

93.3
!!4.0
96.3
99.0
100.0
108.0

Contemporary Christian music
Disco
Public Radio- Jazz Blues Folk
Country
Contemporary easy listening
(94 Rock) Album oriented rock
Classical
Adult contemporary top 40
Beautiful music
Mass appeal album oriented rock

Albuquerque Six Drive-In, Montgomery
Plaza,
Arthur- Los Altos
Body Heat- Coronado Four
Cafe Express - The Guild
Caligula- Fa,r North, Lobo
Carbon Copy - Albuquerque Six Drive-In,
Winrockll
Caveman- Albuquerque Six Drive-In
Continental Divide- Louisiana Blvd
Flesh- Wednesday, Don Pancho's
Forty-second Street - Sunday-Tuesday, Don
Pancho's
The French Lieutenant's Woman - Los Altos
Twin
Halloween II - Louisiana Blvd
Hell Night - Albuquerque Six Drive-In,
Montgomery Pla,za ·
Herbie Rides Again - Eastdale
La Cage Aux Foiles II- Friday and Saturday,
Don Pancho's
The Long Riders - Tonight only, Don Pancho's
Looker- Cinema East, Winrock II
Madman - Cinema East, Montgomery Plaza
Mommie Dearest - A:!buquerque Six DriveIn, Coronado Four '
Nice Dreams - Albuquerque Six Drive-In
Only When I Laugh - Albuquerque Six DriveIn, Far North, Wyoming Mall
Paternity - Far North
Raiders of the Lost Ark - Albuquerque Six
Drive-In, Louisiana Blvd
Rich and Famous- Far North, Wyoming Mall
Some Like It Hot - Friday and Saturday r Don
Pancho's
Stir Crazy -Albuquerque Six Drive-In
Swiss Family Robinson - Eastdale
Take This lob and Shove It - Albuquerque
Six Drive-In
Tourist Trap - Albuquerque Six Drive-In
True Confessions- Coronado Four
Woman of the Year- Sunday-Tuesday, Don
Pancho's
Women in Revolt - Wednesday, Don Pancho's
Zoot Suit - Highland

Win a
N·IKON· EM
in Reed's- Nikon

PHOTO CONTEST
come in for an
entry blank & details

8206 Menual NE
299-6644
Hoffmantown Shopping Center

for the
Ladies
through the Month
of November

soc Well drinks
soc Draft beer
soc Wine

ART SHOWS
ALBUQUERQUE MusEUM - New Images from
Spain, a collection of art paintings from
Spain, closes Nov. 29.
New Town in the Railroad Boom Years, a
look at Albuquerque as it was from 1880 to
1912. Hours are 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. Tuesday
through Friday and 1 p.m. to 5 p.m.
Saturday and Sunday.
ALBUQUERQUE UNITED ARTISTS - Exhibit A:
Circumstantial Evidence now through Oct.
31. Hours are Tuesday through Saturday
from 11 to 4 p.rrt.
October Show sponsored by the Downtown
Center for the Arts and scheduled now
through Nov. 13 at the Albuquerque Public
Library, downtown branch, SOl Copper
N.W. Hours are from 11 to 4 p.m. Monday
through Friday and Thursday until7 p.m.
ASA GALLERY in SUB Basement- UNMI ART
81 student art show, all mediai juried. Begins
Oct. 29, closes Nov. 20. Opening Reception
Oct. 30 at 7 p.m.
MARIPOsA GALLER¥ Fiber Forms and
Wrought Iron. Artists are Marge Bardacke
and Dennis Keefe, respectively. Now
through Nov. 20.
TEACHING GALLERY - Faculty Collects will be
on display now through Nov. 6. It is a
display of faculty collections. For security
reasons, the hours have changed to noon to 4
p.m. Monday through Thursday ·for this
display only.
NoRTH WALL GALLER¥- Works of Paper by
Pamela Davis will be on display now to Oct.
30. Gala Halloween Party Oct. 31, 8 p.m.
until dawn.
UNM ART MusEUM - Recent Acquisitions is a
look at works acquired by the Art Museum
during the past year. Included are approxim·ately 80 photographs, prints and
drawings dating from the 15th century to the
present; on display until Nov. 1.
Selections from the Permanent Collection
Late 20th Century paintings and sculpture;
on display until Dec. 18.

7 ·10 p.m. Tuesday thru Saturday
plus LIVE ENTERTAINMENT!!

MONTANA MINING BISTAVBANT
Bottom of First National Bank •

Sa~ Mateo and Central

Who would miss a few
f
icebergs? CONCEPT ONS SOUTH

$

Don't try

~to seve a buck

Wired for darkness

ST
$42.2

The Advisory Board

of

Conceptions Southwest
is now accepting

Applications for
1981-82 Editor
of Conceptions Southwest
(UNM's Fine Arts/Literary Publication)
All applicants must be registered. UNM students with some
background In either arf or literature. The position requires tom•
mitment and interest in all areas of arf. Hours are fleKible, but
average between ·10 to 30 hours per week. The position is nonpaying and no academic credit, but lots of practical e~perience
can be gained.
Applications may be picked up in Marron Hali, Room 131
and ;!lust be accompanied by a resume and brief sample of
creatove or pertinent work.

For more information, cal1277-5656

Deadline is 12 noon, Friday, Nov. 6

f
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-Film
continued from page R-2
Once young people get older, they are faced with a social/ economic
change, especially if they get married, Lippincott said .. Then they lose
contact with the movies as they grow older, he said,
"I think entertainment movies should bring people in, and underneath
something should be said," he added.
Not only are fantasy movies popular today, but so are merchandise from
the movies. For example, merchandise from Star Wars made several
hundred million dollars, said Steve Weston, involved with licensing sales
for Paramount.
Paramount is now in the process of licensing Star Trek /I, which almost
turned into a box office flop, However, Weston said, the sales for Star
Trek were tremendous when the movie came out in 1979..
Licensing gives the studio complete legal ownership of anything that
could possibly be made in relation to the movie. Weston said this could
mean such things as board games, puzzles, Halloween costumes, models,

books, toy figures, jewlery, records and school supplies among various
other things.
"No_t every picture is licensable,'' Weston said. "You have to be logical
about 1t. The product has to be able to sell. Comedy movies are about the
worst, but action/adventure movies are about the best.''
Weston said that kids and parents buy these products for various
reasons, perhaps because they s;1w it in the movie. But the product is used
moreso as a promotion for the movie than it is to make money, he said.
He added that Star Trek is unique because of its fans, the trekkies, and
Star Trek clubs. These formed as a result of th Star Trek television series of
which 79 episodes were aired from 1966 to 1969. So, in effect, there is
almost a constant market for Star Trek merchanise.
George L,ucas, producer of Star Wars said about the movie, "Sure, in
Star Wars 1 m tellmg the story of me. It's my fantasy. I made it because no
one else is making movies like this and I wanted to see one. I want it to be a
su~cess so everyone will copy it. Then I can go see the copies, sit back and
enjOy them."

''Yeqh

those~ raotba.l)

plcttters ctre

o.nimals."

l

<1981 Beer Brewed by Miller Brewing Co., Milwaukee, Wis.

Television Schedules
See Ris_e in Fantasy

Stars Fascinate
Their Disciples
Terri Jenkins

Robert Sanchez

Humankind
has
been
fascinated by the stars since the
first people noticed a sky of
mysteries. And astrology, as an
attempt to interpret and codify
those mysteries, has existed
before written records.
Babylonian astrology used the
lllumination of Bel, a 'book' of
over 60 clay tablets and
cuneiform writings, as a
reference for predictions. The
predictive
and
definitive
astrology spread to Greece, west
to Arabia, and ultimately the
Three Wise Men watched the
heavens for signs anu portents
announcing the arrival of the
Christ child.
The Greeks presumably were
the first to use personal
astrology: casting a chart for a
person using the same houses
and signs still in use today.
(Hippocrates
consulted
his
patients'
horoscopes
when
diagnosing or prescribing.

You come home after a hard day at school or the office. You kisG your
wife, husband, dog or other miscellaneous being and proceed to the
television to pursue your favorite pastime.
You turn on the set. A large green man moves across the screen. He
breaks through a building, rescues a person in distress, beats up the bad
guys without ever hurting them and changes back to an ordinary human
being.
You change the station, A midget yells "da plane! da plane!" and like
magic, you are transferred to a tropical paradise where your wildest
fantasy will come true.
You change the station again. A pointed-eared man is beaming down to.
a planet armed with a phaser, communicator and logic. Once there, he
beams back up again exclaiming, "fascinating."
"We will probably see more of shows like this,'' said KGGM Program
Director Scott Randall.
"Shows with rich people where money is no problem ar.e on the rise," h~
said. Randall said he thought people want to see things they cannot be or
do.
"People don't want to look at reality so much,'' he said.
KOB Program Director and General Manager Jerry Danziger agrees
with Randall,
"These things. run in cycles," he said. "Fantasy shows are the next
generation, the James Bond type of thing. Western's were big a few years
ago. You turn on the television to any station and you would probably see
a Western. There are virtually none left. Now fantasy shows are not that
successful. They are for the next generation."
KOB has the rights to Star Trek, a fantasy series in its own way that was
killed in 1969 but has virtually run non-stop since then.
"Star Trek was before its time," Danzinger said. "!fit was to run today,
it would last for at least six or seven years. It just didn't have the ratings
then. More people watch it now then they did when it was being
produced."
Danziger said that he took Star Trek off the air for a while because "it

Romans were next to take up
the study of the stars and
astrology first flourished under
the patronage of Caesar
Augustus, Rome's first emperor. Later, as the Roman
Empire weakened, the new
Roman Catholic Church decried
astrology in 4 A.D., feeling that
in its predictions it opposed the
theory of man's free will, as well
as other interpretations contradicting doctrine.
So astrology, too, entered a
Dark Age, re-emerging with the
Renaissance and some of hs
most famous students, Newton
and Kepler: for astrological
studies led to the development of
astronomy.
And as the
discoveries of Newton and
Kepler were enabling man to
walk on the moon, astrology
itself began yet another
renaissance as it had
predicted for itself - with the
dawning of the Aquarian Age.
People giving serious thought
to life directions, such as career
choices are the persons consulting astrologers today, like
Sandy Bryan, an American
Federation of Astrologers accredited
Albuquerque
astrologer.
"Most of the people I see are
people trying to understand
themselves and their lives, to
gain insight,'' she said.
Bryan specialty is personal
counseling, whether individuals
or couples. She said many of her
clients intend to consult an
astrologer "someday" but don't
make the time for it until they
are "finally at a crisis point and
making major decisions."
Counseling for couples is
"not marriage counseling, but it
can be an adjunct to it. It
doesn't solve the problems but it
hopefully helps people to deal
with the issues between them,"
Bryan said,
William Nolan, a teacher of
astrology and chairman of the
Astrological
Research
Fellowship, concurs with Bryan.
Chart comparisons for couples
can delineate problem areas or
suggest compatibilities. Most of
his clients "use astrology to gain
self-understanding while trying
to get ahead," he said.
He said the majority of those
he counsels Usc astrology similar
to "a weather forecast; knowing
Whether a month is going to be
continued on page R·'l

Stars
continued from page R-6
quiet,
serious, experiencing
quantum leaps or a time when
everything falls into place,''
Nolan does not recommend
living by astrology and using it
dally, especially the use of
astrological material most
.available to the public, such as .
daily newspaper columns that
cannot take latitude, longitude,
and e)lact time of birth (day,
month, year) into account which
individually-drawn charts encompass.
"Everyone's a little different.
It's a process of discovery for
both of us when I read a chart,"
Nolan said,
Both Bryan and Nolan offer
astrology classes to the community. Bryan teaches at the
Alternative Community Center,
106 Girard S.E., Suite 104, and
new classes will begin in
January. Nolan offers beginning
and
intermediate astrology
classes through UNM Community Coilege.

B•IIWL'(;htct

Jar/ Sir Heinrich der Jaeger (Henry McHarney) picks up his spear in
preparation for a joust with another member of the Society for
Creative Anachronism.

needs a rest."
"The qifference is time,'' he sail!, "People have changed. Attitudes have
change.:l. You cannot take a box office hit musical from the 30s and expect
to bring it back today. No one would go see it. You could not watch a show
from the 50s, you wouldn't like it. People's likes and dislikes have
changed."
Although it appears fantasy movies are a big thing in the theater, fantasy
television shows are not that big, KOAT Program Director Ray Leone
said.
"It looks like fantasies are going down," Leone said. "What's working
are things like soap operas such as Dallas or Dynasty."
He said one of the problems was that if a fantasy movie is made, all
efforts and creativity can be shoved into one show lasting 90 minutes or so.
But if a television series is made, the minimum is 26 episodes, Leone said,
which drains the creativity and efforts of the producers.
Presently, by way of a loosely defined fantasy, KOAT has scheduled The
Greatest American Hero, Fantasy Island and Love Boat, which, in its own
way, is a fantasy show; KGGM has scheduled The Incredible Hulk, which
has been kilted for December, and Mr. Merlin, a new fantasy featuring
Merlin the Magician in 20th century America; and KOB has scheduled
Battlestar Galactica and The Powers of Matthew Star, another new fantasy
with swords and magic.
Do these fantasy shows compete with fantasy movies?
Randall and Leone said they don't think so.
"Both movies and television have their own select audience,'' Leone
said. He added that some people gO out to the movies, but others watch
them on TV, including cable TV.
"There is more sex and violence in movies," Randall said. "Television is
good family viewing, especially the prime time slots." He added that the
new fantasy shows were geared toward an 18 to 49 year-old age group.
"Both are successful in their own media," he said.
But Danziger disagreed. He said movies and television are competing.
He said people who watch movies also watch television.
"Fantasy shows are tough to make now,'' Danziger said. "They cost so
much to produce ~ .. Star Trek has hurt the development of another show
like that because people measure it up to Star Trek."
By the way, two of the biggest fantasy films ever made have been offered
up for bids from the networks. Starting bids for Star War.s rutd The Empire
Strikes Back are at $20,000,000 each. So far, no one has bidded for them.

movies

Noon- Hoppity Goes to Town (4)
1 p.m. -A Distant Trumpet (23)
3 p.m. -Viva Maria (23)
Thursday
I p.m. - The Philadelphia Story 3:30p.m.- Rostros olvidados (48)
7 p.m. -A Foreign Affair (5)
(14)
7 p.m. - Look What's Happened
2:30p.m. -Hercules (7)
to Rosemary's Baby (14)
7 p.m. - Le Mans (14)
8 p.m. - A Killing at Hell's Gate
7 p.m. -Heroes (23)
(13)
8 p.m.- Blazing Saddles (13)
9:30 p.m. - Despues del silencio 9 p.m.- A Farewell to Arms (5)
10 p.m. The Incredible
(48)
Shrinking Man (23)
II p.m.- Deception (14)
10:30 p.m.- Ice Station Zebra (7)
10:30 p.m . .,.- See No Evil (14)
Friday
12:30 a.m. - The Marcus-Nelson
I p.m.- Without Love(l4)
·
Murders (7)
2:30 p.m. - Hercules Unchained 12:30 a.m. - The Last of Sheila
(7)
{13)
7 p.m. -The Green Berets (14)
I a.m.- Death in Small Doses (4)
7 p.m. - And God Created
Woman(23)
8 p.m.- Halloween (4)
9:30p.m.- Los tres vivales (48)
Sunday
11 p.m. -Fantastic Voyage (14)
I a.m.- The Seventh Dawn (7)
11 a.m. ~ Tell Them Willie Boy Is
I :30 a.m.- Fear Is Spreading (4)
Here (23)
Noon - Tarzan and the Green
Saturday
Goddess (14)
10:30 a.m. - La mujer que tu I p.m.- Visions of Eight (23)
1:30 p.m.- Living Free (14)
quieres (48)
3
p.m.- You'teTellingMe(23)
11 a.m. -Tarzan the Fearless (14)
7 p.m. - Every Which Way but
Loose (13)
7 p.m. ~Rio Lobo (14)
7 p.m. -The Deer Hunter (23)
8 p.m. - Death 'of a Centerfold:
Thus, for all of its complicated rules to newcomers The Dorothy Stratten Story (4)
and aU of its expensive paraphernalia (much of which 8 p.m.- The Goodbye Girl (7)
is not needed). the game boils down to a simple for- 9:15 p.m. - Rosotros olvidados
mula. The player portrays a character, reacts as that (48)
character would in different situations and trys to stay 10:30 p.m. - A Farewell to Arms
alive.
(5)
MOVIES

--ilame-----------------------------------continued from page R-3
At the same time, the DM is constantly adjusting his
world to the players. If it is obvious the circumstances
ar~ much too easy or hard for the players, then the
DM must change the situation. The DM should not be
out just to kill off the players.

-Society-----------__._

)

continued from page R-2
frowned upon. Fighters must judge if a blow delivered
would have, with real weapons, been enough to kill
them. If so, they must fall in mock death.
But there is far more to the society than just fighting
or watching the fighting.
. .
. . . ...
Mistress Kathryn of lveragh, (Marsha Smith who
works at the UNM Computer Center), said people can
do "anything and everything they want to do concerning the arts and sciences" during medieval times ..
"There's more to it than meets the eye," Lord
Aelinel said.
"There's calligraphy, musical in·
struments, singing, and the arts of heraldry which

specials

sports

10:45 p.m. -Too Late the Hero
(7)

II :30 p.m. - Dog Day Afternoon
(4)
12:30 a.m. -Sky Hei$t (13)
Monday

I p.m. -All This acd HeavenToo
(14)
2:30p.m.- Airport (7)
7 p.m. -The owl and tbePussycat
(14)
7 p.m.- High Plains Drifter (23)
8 p.m.- Born to Be Sold (4)
II p.m.- Houdini (14)

Tuesday

1 p.m.- All This and Heaven Too
(14)
2:30p.m.- Airport (7)
7 p.m.- Bullitt (14)
8 p.m. - The Princess and the
Cabbie(13)
II p.m.- The Search (14)
Wednesday

I p.m. -The Corn is Green (14)
l :30 p.m. - A Farewell to Arms (5}
2:30p.m.- Trapped (7)
7 p.m. - Butch Cassidy and the
Sundance Kid (14)
7 p.m. - 'the Other Side of the
Mountain (23)
8 p.m. -The Other Victim (13)
11 p.m. The Lady from
Shang hal (14)
1:35p.m.- Network(l3)

-Shop----------

interested me more than the 'bang on opponent's arm
continued from page R-3
with a stick' that most people see."
Lady Aislinn said she was basically interested in the stimulated" in whatever spare time is theirs to spend. Only about 15
arts, and also likes the fact that "we have a King and percent of the games are available at other outlets in the city, so persons
Queen
and . know
the
political seeking the challenging'pastimes would probably find the game sought at
Wargames West, or through their large mail order business.
situation . , . sometimes. n
For persons wondering why the term wor game is applied, "even experts
Activities occuring regularly in al-Barran include the
Costumer's Guild, the Calligraphy Guild, Baronial have a difference of opinion as to what constitutes a war game,'' Godfrey
said. "the term has a negative violent connotation." As a result of this
Citizen's meetings, and fighter practice.
Fighter practice is held every Sunday about 12:30 connotation, another term employed by enthusiasts is conflict, or adp.m. in Hyder Park. For more information, contact ven/ute games ..But whatever name denotes the parll>r sport, the public
the barony seneschal, lnrich Armpits Bane c/o Brian itself will determine whether fantasy is here to stay. Godfrey said he is
expecting it to do so.
Holtz at 268.0948.
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-Guide-----------------------------SPORTS
FridAY
II p.m. NBA Basketball:
Rockets vs. Lakers (13)
Saturday
10:20 a.m.- College Football (7)
I :30 p.m. - College Football:
UNM vs . BYU (14)
I :30 p.m.- Futbol (48)
I :50 p.m. -College Football (7)
2 p.m.- Spor(sworld (4) ·
7 p.m.- Boxeo (48)
II p.m. - Notre Dame Football:
Navy vs, Notre Dame (14)
Sunday
10.:45 a.m. - Rumba AI Mundial
(48)
I I a.m. - NFL Football: 49ers vs.

Friday
Steelers ( 13)
2 p.m. - NFL Footb&ll: Cowboys 7 p.m. - Peanuts: Some Day
You'll Find Her (13)
vs. Eagles (13)
7 p.m. - American Bandstand's
Monday
30th Anniversary (7)
7 p.m. - NFL Football: Vikings 7:30p.m. -Peanuts: It's the Great
vs. Broncos (7)
Pumpkin, Charlie Brown!
9:30 p.m. - Rumba AI Mundial
(48)
Saturday
12:30 p.m. - Body Human: The
Facts for Girls ( 13)
Tuesday
9:30 p.m. - Rumba AI Mundial I p.m. - Body Human: Becoming
(48)
WedneSday
9:30 p.m.
Rumba AI Mundial
(48)

a Woman (13)
11:30 p.m. - Battle of Westlands
(5)

Sunday
3 p.m.
Fence (4)

Families: Beyond the

Wednesday
11 a.m.- Body Human (13)
8 p,m, Boston Symphony
Celebration (5)

Correction
Recreation 10 I incorrectly
reported that the Old Town
Merchants' Association oversees
zoning in Old Town (Oct. 22,
1981). Actually, it is the Lan·
dmarks and Urban Conservation Commission through
the City of Albuquerque
Comprehensive City Zoning
Code. Recreation 101 regrets the
error.

Adolescence Subject of Workshop
Viki Florence
Adolescence is a "ticking time
bomb" all parents dread but most
feel they can somehow escape. This
combination of fear and ignorance
often combines to multiply the
impact of the inevitable.
·
But parents can be prepared to
deal effectively with their
adolescent children and a UNM
workshop to be held Saturday will

focus on that preparation.
The session, sponsored by the
Bernalillo County Mental Health
Center's Prevention, Consultation
and Education Unit, is designed for
the oarents of pre-adolescents, I 0
to 12 years old.
"The workshop is a primary
prevention project,'' Nancy
Weaver, who coordinated the .event
for the Unit says. "We are not
dealing with the parents of kids

Campus Briefs

SPECIALS
Thursday

Philosophy Lecture Announced

9 p.m. -Return to Space (5)

Leslie Donovan
Rich and Famous

Editor's Note:
TN FOCUS is a weekly article which explores a personality at
UNM, whether it be a group or an individual. It pertains in some
way to entertainment. Submissions or ideas for IN FOCUS will be
graciously accepted. Send submissions to IN FOCUS, Recreation
101, University oj New Mexico, P.O. Box 20, Albuquerque, New
Mexico, 8713 I,
Steve Sandoval
Now playing, the University of New Mexico Jazz Band under the
direction of Jeffrey Piper. Now playing, the New Mexico Brass
Quintet with Jeffrey Piper on trumpet. Now playing, the Orchestra
of Santa Fe with Jeffrey Piper on trumpet. But Jeffrey Piper insists
he is a teacher first, a musician second.
Jeffrey Piper, UNM assistant professor of music, said this is all
part of Jiving the life of a musician, but he said he wouldn't change
anything if he had to do it all over.
"The most important part of my job is teaching my students,"
Piper said. "I really like to teach, I consider myself a teacher and a
performer."
Piper, 30, got his musical start in elementary school, but in a most
unusual way.
"My music teacher was asking us what we wanted to play, and my
best friend wanted to play the trumpet, so I put it down also,'' Piper
said. That was 18 years ago. He went on to get a master of music
degree from the University of Michigan. Now Piper is teaching
others about the trumpet.
Piper has been at UNM five years teaching trumpet and directing
the UNM Jazz Band.
Even with his busy schedule, however, Piper said he enjoys his
work. "I teach by fundamentals, 1 also look at a student and think
what's good about that student," he said. "I try to be more positive
with them." Piper gives 25 to 30 one-hour individual lessons each
week, and directs the. jazz band twice weekly for an hour-and-a-half.
"I've worked hard at becoming a teacher, I have a good rapor
with my students," he said.
On top of his teaching duties, Piper also finds time to perform
with the New Mexico Brass Quintet and the Orchestra of Santa Fe.
The New Mexico Brass Quintet is based at UNM and is composed
of three UNM music faculty members and two graduate music
students. The group has been performing together for five years,
giving 30 or more concerts a year. The brass quintet has toured the
West Coast, the Midwest, and two summers ago, Europe.
"I really enjoy it a lot, it's a good way to play chamber music,"
Piper said. "It's a good recruiting device for the UNM music
department also,'' he added.
Piper has played with the Orchestra of Santa Fe for five years,
giving eight or nine concerts a year with them. The Orchestra of
Santa Fe has also toured Europe and this country. "They play as
well as a professional orchestra," Piper said.
Why does Jeff Piper take on this extra workload with an already
demanding teaching schedule? Piper said it helps him learn.
"I was trained as a classical player, I have to practice, I have to
improve myself. It's like riding a bike, your going to get stale if you
don't play,'' he said.
Piper said the department has been very supportive of him. "All
of our facultY is most active in performances. None.of it is done on
university time. Our quintet could he doing twice the amount of
work we do, but we don't because we're reluctant to cancel classes,"
he said. "It enhances the university and the department."
The blond-haired professor-musician said his busy schedule makes
it necessary for him to find a balance between his work and his
family. He said he is fortunate to have a wife who has a similar
schedUle and understands that he may have to be away from home
sometimes. "It's hard on the home life, it takes a special understanding among families," Piper said. Mrs. Piper is also a
teacher.
But Jeff Piper still says he is no different from other professors in
the department. "!think there are faculty members much more busy
than I," he said modestly. "One of the best kept secrets in the whole
state is how good the UNM music department faculty are. As long as
I keep practicing and teaching students, I don't think I'm overworked,'' Piper said. "You grow as a teacher and you grow as a
musician,'' he said.
Does Jeff Piper have artY regrets? "Music's my whole life.! have
my trumpet and my family, and those two things go together," Piper
said. "I don't think I'd be happy without it," he said. "I'm young,
ifl didn't like it, I could still get out of it."

Last weekend, I went to see Rich and Famous, one
of United Artists' latest .movie releases starring
Jacqueline Bisset and Candice Bergen, which has been
billed as the love/hate story of the friendship between
two rich and famous women.
But happily, instead of a standard cliche about how
women relate to each other as friends and enemies,
Rich and Famous is the story o[two women's attempts
to cope with being rich and famous, but also more
significantly, their attempts to cope with being women
and being human.
The women's friendship serves as a touchstone
which the characters periodically return to in order to
fortify it, each other and themselves. But it is not the
substance of the movie, rather it is simply where these
women find themselves in times of personal crisis and
in the process find comfort, though not resolution of
their problems.
This friendship is a touchstone which gives their
lives stability, even though at times it may appear to be
a stability based on sliding rock.
Directed bY George Cukor, Rich and Famous is a
story which is primarily centered on Liz, who has
become a successful American writer. She is .concerned
not with commercial sales, but with writing as an art.
Her love life is erratic and her failure in love
transfers itself to her writing. The psychological block
she has created for herself becomes apparent when she
visits her college roommate in Malibu.
Her old roommate, Mary, played by Candice
Bergen, has married a man Lit once dated. BUt that's
not all. Mary has also written amove! about the lives of
her Hollywood friends which she asks Liz to take to a
publisher.
The implication is that Mary's book is commercially
saleable but poor art, though she writes completely
from her own feelings, a realm Liz both envies and
disdains.

from her own feelings, a realm Liz both envies and
disdains.
Mary's book is of course very successful and in this
comes the competition and antagonism between the
two friends. Liz feels Mary psychologically wants
everything Liz has, from career to boyfriends.
Still, though the movie keeps coming back to the
friendship between Liz and Mary, Rich and Famous is
largely the story of how Liz copes with being continually torn between the demands of her life and her
own desperate need to love and be loved. This is where
Rir:h and Famous shows both its strengths and its
weaknesses.
Jacqueline Bissett gives a very fine performance
which by the end of the movie has created a stong
bond of emotion and sympathy between her character
and the audience. She is able to make the audience
identify with Liz in a way rare in commercially focused
films.
Yet, the script's emphasis on Liz's problems with
love seems flawed and often tailored for box office
sales rather than artistic necessity.
Though the love scenes give us some beautifully
filmed and tastefully erotic sequences, they seem too
long and too many to add much to the film's
development. One scene in particular, Liz's first
sexual encounter with a younger man, seems to draw
the focus away from a later more important love scene
which, as a result, becomes almost anti-climatic.
Mary, on the other hand, appropriately, .is a
character for Which the audience has little sympathy.
After her first book's success, she is shown to be a
woman ultimately more concerned with her clothes,
appearance and making her surroundings beautiful
than with any ideas of art or honesty.
Yet, even so, Candice Bergen's southern-bellemakes-good character has moments which surprise the
audience in the authenticity of her feelings which she
usually keeps hidden just beneath the surface. In some
ways Mary is more open and more able to accept her
emotions than Liz, though she covers up her shrewd
observations with a conservative view of morality.

already in trouble. We want to help
parents avoid problems in the
future."
Many of the confusing reactions
adolescents exhibit are wrongly
interpreted by their parents, she
says. "A lot of this is just normal
development, but the parents'
reaction to it worsens the
situation,"
The workshop is one of many
held by the unit each year, One
focuses on what Weaver calls "the
first adolescence" which children
experience when they are toddlers,
"That is the first time children
begin testing their independence,"
she says,
Both periods, Weaver says, can
be made less painful for parents
and children by "anticipating our
childrens' developmental changes
and understanding the normal
processes of growth."

Wittgenstein, Color Predicates and the Ontological Proof is the topic for
this Friday scheduled for 3:30 p.m. in the Philosophy department's library, fifth floor of the Humanities Building.
The speaker will be Dr. Andrew Burgess, assistant professor of ·
This understanding is also crucial
philosophy at UNM.
in recognizing behavior that is not
The talk is part of a series entitled "Fridays Live" sponsored by Phi
normal, she says.
Sigma Tau, an honor society for philosophy.
The program, which will feature
Refreshments are scheduled at 3 p.m. in the philosophy department's
speakers - all parents of teen-aged
lounge.
children
and small-group
discussions, will be held Saturday
from 8:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. If
fewer than 25 participants register
for the workshop it may be canEffectiveness and Assett/Veness for Women Managers is the topic of a celed, Weaver said.
workshop scheduled for Nov. 7 from 8 to 5 p,m. in the Pete McDavid
There is a $15 registration fee.
Lounge at the University Arena.
The workshop is the fifth in a six-session workshop series entitled Registration is being handled by the
"Effective Management" sponsored by the UNM Division of Continuing UNM Continuing Education
Division at 805 Yale N.E. More
Education and Community Services.
information
on the program can be
The registration fee is $58. Forms and information can be obtained.at
the UNM Division of Continuing Education, 805 Yale N.E. Persons wtth obtained by calling the Division at
277-3751.
major credit cards can register by calling 277-3751.

a lecture

Advisory Board Meeting Set
the Center supplement mental
health care to children through
outreach programs.
Board members, all appointed
by the director of the UNM
Medical Center, come from
Socorro, Taos, Gallup, Las
Vegas, Las Cruces, Alcalde,
Clovis,
Farmington
and
Albuquerque.

The citizens' advisory board
of the New Mexico Children's
Psychiatric Center will meet at
11:30 a.m. friday on the
University of New Melli co north
campus.
Members of the statewide
board evaluate the quality of
psychiatric care
at 'the
Psychiatric
Center
and
psychiatric services available in
other parts of the state.
Working as community
contacts, they help planners at

Domino's
Pizza

Delivers

Series Address Women Managers

The Center is the state's only
in-patient hospital for children
age 3 to I~ with severe emotional
disturbances.

At Domino'~ Pizza we
promise a hot, nutritious
meal oeliverec:i in 30
minutes or less. Your
pizza Is made with 100%
real dairy cheese, our
own special sauce, and
your choice of items.
Then we deliver It fast-at
no extra charge. Give us
a call. .. we deliver!
Fast, Free Delivery

3920 Central S.E.
262-1662
Hours:
4:30 • 1:00 Sun.· Thurs.
4:30- 2:00 Fri. & Sat.
Our Superb
Cheese Pizza
12" cheese $4.25
16" cheese $6.15
Additional Items
Pepperoni, Mushrooms,
Ham, Onions, Green Chili,
Green Peppers, Olivers,
Sausage, Ground Beef,
Jalapenos, Extra Cheese,
Extra Thick Crust
12" pizza $ .85 per Item
16" pizza $1.25 per item

Face Painters will be
in the store
Friday and Saturday

We use only 100o/o real
dairy cheese.
Our driverS carry
less than $20.00.
Limited delivery area
G>1981 Domino's P.lz.za, Inc.

The ASUNM FILM COMMITTEE Presents

The Fearless
Vampire Killers
Tonight 7:00, 9:15, 11:30 p.m.
SUB Theater

all masks
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Rubik's Cube- 3 sizes- all1.95
Roman Polanski directed and starred
in this satirization of vampire lore.
"Slapstick and ghoulish invention."- Hollis Alpert,
Saturday Review

Students - $1.50

Others • $2.00

I

General Stores
8117 Menual NE

111 Harvard SE
(across from UNM)
266-7709

403 Cordova Rd. West
Santa Fe

I1
I
I

I

$1.00 off any pizza.

One coupon per pizza.
Expires ll-22-81
Fast, Free Delivery

I
I
I
I

3920 Central S.E.

I

262-1662

I

I

I

I
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Sports

Arts

Volleyball Seeks Rankings;
Cross Country Hosts UTEP

Reviewer Asks the Musical Question:
Is It Generic Jazz or Good Muzak?
RECORD REVIEWS
Ste~e Ciccone

Stanley 7'urrentine - Tender
Togetherness
ElektraAsylum Records .
Pieces of a Dream - Pieces of a
Dream
ElektraAsylum Records
Donald Byrd and the I25th Street
Band- LOVEBYRD
.ElektraAsylum Records

October27
SUB Ballroom

Craig
&
Bradshaw
(former pro
quarterback)

October 28, 29
Woodward Hall

Randy
Rich
(former Denver
Bronco)

I've got to write this. I'm under
moral duress to pay my bills. I took
these three albums and wanted to
chicken out but no, "You owe"
came out instead.
OK, I'm doin' it, I'm talking.
First off I don't dig this critic crap;
I'm just an average guy who saw a
few records with pretty covers and
got too touchy. So with that in
mind, welcome to my first critique.
These three records -Pieces of a
Dream, Pieces of a Dream;
LOVEBYRD, Donald Byrd and the
!25th Street Band; and Tender
Togetherness, Stanley Turrentine

- all have something in common
Donald Byrd's LOVEBYRD is a"
- mediocrity. They all sound like surprisingly dull album. I found
they belong in a background set- little redeeming quality on this disc.
ting, like when you want something Well it just goes to show you that
light in the air while your trying to things don't always get better with
do something significant such as age. Byrd has been around a long
time, played with some great
buying underwear.
Nowadays most people on record people, made some great music, but
are good musci;ms at a minimum, alas, that was yesteryear. This
Such is the case with Pieces of a album has little variation in tempo,
Dream, a trio from Philly that has no distinctive sound, vocal
been playing together for over five arrangements that are. pop sweet
years. When I heard this album I and lyrics that belong in a second
kept waiting for the featured in- grade reader. I do love Byrd, but as
strument, person, etc., something you can tell (and I hope you can by
to contrast the consistant now) I don't like this album.
backgroung presented. Instead I Institutional green is not what I like
got very little originality or to listen to: give me the gold - it
sparkles you know.
musicianship.
Another let down is Tender
One bright note to this album is
Barbara Walker who sings on the Togetherness. I have always loved
cut ''Warm Weather." This woman Turrentine's tone and I have ocdisplays a sensitive control over her casionally heard him use it with
voice, delivering in a range of power and depth to say new things.
colors from screaming violet to In this album, however, the
cream dribble and poured like saxophone is accompaniment to the
honey. Another bright note might music rather than a medium to use
be that things improve with age; the the music,
oldest member in this band is 18.
After listening to this album
three times I can't tell you I'd buy
it. The tone is there but the music
sounds very academic and sterile.
So if your looking for an upbeat
album with little to notice this one
is for you. It would probably be
suitable accompaniment to working
in a liquor store.
If your thinking of buying these
albums for "listening" pleasure,
don't bother: turn on your radio to
Muzak - you can't beat it for
generic sound. If you are thinking
about buying records With outstanding music quality, then permit
me to recommend a few: Fish This
Week, Les McCann; Walking In
Space, Quincy Jones; Kirkathon,
Roland Kirk (you can borrow ihe
ones reviewed here and contrast
them so you can judge for yourself).

Fish This Week is a first rate
album by a trio. Listen to the way
they work together and individually
interperting the music and supporting each other.
Walking In Space is a nice
example of what a good size band
with vocals can do, It can lead,
follow, work, play, explode, implode, etc., etc. This is a very easy
album to listen to and can boast
musical excellence. (N.B. Mass
appeal and excellent musicanship
are very uncommon together.)

The University of New Mexico's
volleyball team fights for a berth in
the national tournament while the
men's cl'oss country team hosts
three regional opponents in local
weekend competition for the
Lobos.
The volleyball team plays
Brigham Young in Johnson Gyw at
1 p.m. Saturday in what Coach
Mike Hebett says "could be the
most important match of the year

for us."
Brigham Young is ranked fourth
in the nation while the Lobos are
ranked 20th. BYU is boasting a 235 season record and a 14-game win
streak while UNM has an 18-15
season mark.

.~."-:Ji?fi!IJ{fll•--' '

NCAA post-season invitations
will be issued according to national
rankings and UNM needs a win
over BYU to remain in the top 20
poll.
The Lobos have never beaten
.BYU in volleyball and last year lost
at Provo in three straight games.
The Cougars are 6-0 in the AlA W
Intermountain Conference, while
UNM has a3-1 record .
Sally Plows has won a spot in the
starting line-up since the last Lobo
home game and will be the right
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Boiird Meeting; Thursday at 1J00

J1.nt. tn room231·S of the SUB,
lnternatlon•l Student Center- Splrol!na; Vact ot
Fan_cy? A filnl prcsenllill(ln_ Friday at 2:00 p.m. Iii
the lnlcrnationttl Center; 1808 Las lomas N.E.
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Mike Putnam, the top player on the UNM men's
golf team, has been invited to play in the NCAAJapan lntercollegjate Matches in Tokyo Dec. 16-18.
Putnam, pictured above, recently won the Tucker
Invitational in Albuquerque. He will join a squad of
five other men and six women for the three-day event.
UNM golf coach Dwayne Knight said the golfers
were selected to the team based on last year's national
tournaments. Putnam finished tied for 20th place in
the 1980 NCAA tournament.
"These are some of the top U.S. collegians playing
today," said Knight, "The top Japanese collegians
will also be playing."
The team, which has a UNM reprcsenative for the
first time, wilt be coached by Carl Tucker, who
coached the BYU men to the NCAA team title last
year.

A.S.U.N.M. Senate

~\)S*/:'~

Both Putnam and Don Hurter have been invited to
the Sun Bowl Golf Touranament Nov. 20-22 in El
Paso, the first time UNM has ha~ two representitives
in that tournament.

Saturday
Oct. 31
8 p.m.

~.)\

Come Worship
the Father

"These aren't post-season tournaments in the sense
that we are still playing, but rather they're mid-season
invitational tournaments," Knight said. "These events
are great for our recruiting" because they help UNM
golf becomes recognized around the world, he said.

Maranatha Christian Center

"As for our current squad, it's great that Mike gets
the recognition for himself and gets the chance to play
in international competition," Knight said.

1806 Sigma ChiNE • 247-9999

Peace Corps
LSAT • MCAT • GRE
GRE PSYCH • GRE 810 • MAT
GMAT • OAT • OCAT • PCAT
VAT· SAT· CPA· nJEFL

for rent by the hour
344·7727
9am•11pm1 days a week
6519 41h NW

MSKP • NAT'L MED BDS
NOB • NPB I • NLE

Need Auto
Insurance?

~-+l.IOIPIJIN
EDUCATIONAL CENTER

Test Ptepari1IIOII Spec1allsts

Slii(C 1936

For mform:J110n. Please Ca(f:
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1 Criterion •
... INSURANCE CQ~PA_NY.
·"'1111· CUP&SAVE . . .

Campus Recruiter's
offic:e hours are: ·
Tue,Wed. Thur.9:00amto11:00Cim
plus Tue.5!30pm to 6:30pm
tue. Wed. Thur.12:00pm to 1:00Pm

Offlc:e is loc:atecl atthe
Latin American Institute
at801 Yale NE.

Call277·2961
for appointment
or just drop by.

265-2524

: Call the :
:speci~lists :.

I • Affordable pay1 ment plans
1 • Countlywide
I
claim service

~

.
.
.
.
I
r -----------------------------~

I
I . . 265-5695
I
1 1611 Carlisle Blvd. SE 1'
I . (Carlisle & Gibson) . •
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The NCAA ~d the Japanese Golf Association will
pay for the matches, now in their sixth year. The site
of the matches are alternated between the two
countries each year.

Hot Tubs

Insure your car with the
I company
you can depend
I on and enjoy these great
I . benefits:
• Lowdown
I
payments
I • Money-saving
I
deductibles

Hessel says the number five, six and
seven runners who are expected to
represent the nine-time WAC
champs will still be tough, even
though they will not count in team
scoring.
The meet will be scored as a
quadrangular between New
Mexico, Colorado State, Air Force
Academy and Northern Colorado.
New Mexico's top runner,
Abraham Kivina, will also be out of
action, nursing a sore leg. But the
rest of the Lobo team is "healthy
and competitive," Hessel said.
The I 0,000 meter race will be
important to the Lobos, Hessel
said, because it will be a key factor
in determining who will run for
UNM in the conference and
regional meets coming up during
November.

Joe Medina

Putnam to Play in Japanese Invite

Call or vlslt today for
a free rate quotation.

CUERVO ESPECIAL Ill> TEQUILA 80 PROOF IMPORTED ANO BOTTLED BYO 1!:131 HEUBLEIN, INC, HARTFORD. CONN

CROSS COUNTRY
Defending national champion
Texas-El Paso will not send a full
squad to this Saturday's men's
cross country meet, but there will
still be a lot of competition for
UNM at 10:30 a.m. at the Lobo
distance running course at
Wyoming and Academy N.E.
The top four runners for UTEP
will be resting, but Lobo coach Del

8ii!Wa;hH'I

ECFMG • FLEX·· VOE

Kirkalholl is a superb album;
listen to the way Roland l?irk
moves in and out of the music, the
way be starts with the music line
and then takes it and uses .it. Listen
to the overall sound, his response to
the music, his emotional power and
his sometimes playful approach. He
is a musician par excellence.
Remember, check these out
yourself; I've. already heard them .

side hitter. Other Lobo $tarters are
Kelly Knowles, Kim Hicks, Terri
Nielson, Linda Archuleta and
Sandra Gayton.
The Lobos will warm up for the
BYU game Friday night against
Intermountain Conference foe
Utah at 7:30p.m. in Johnson Gym.
Both games are free to students
with activity cards.

.S.U.N.M. Candidate Endorsemen

NOTICE
All U.N.M. Organizations wishing to endorse candidates for A.S.U.N.M. Senate must
bring endorsements.

• Before Noon·
Monday, Nov. 2, 1981
Marron Hall, Room 131

WIN a FREE
HALLOWEEN BALLOON RIDE
for you and a fllend from YALE BLOOD PLASmA. During the
month of October, new and tegular donors alike will be
registered for the drawing each time you donate twlceln the
same weeki (ffi-F)
_ This coupon Is good for J3.00 and a chl:lnce
In the drl:lwlng for flrat time donora. · · '
The LUCKY WINNER will be Clnnounced Fri. Oct. 30

Authorized by A.S.U.N.M. Elections Commission·
Elven L. Romero, Chairman.

VQIId only whh current ttudent or mllltl:lryi.D,
Explrea Oct. 29, 1981

VALE BlOOD PLASMA
. 122YALESE .
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1. Personals
ASUNM SENA,Tt; CANiliJ)ATK~, Don't forget to
come by the l.obo either Tlrumtay, II a.m. • I p.m.
or Friday, 12-2 p.m. for interview ami photos to be
~m

l~W

ACCUitATE IN.'OilMATION AIIOl!T con•
traception, steri!iurUon, uborrion. Right to Choose.
294-017!.
tfn
('01,1). A LARGE bowl of what. Lnrge chile (red or
green) $).25, l'osole $!.25, Beans .6.5. Casa Del Sol
in Ihe New Mexico Student Union.
tfn
l'HEGNANCY TESTING & COl!NS~;J,JNG. Phone
247-9Rl9tfn
I'ASSI'ORT AND IIJENTif'ICATION photos. 3 for
$6.00!! Lowest pri,es in town! Past, pleasing, near
UNM. Call 265-Z444 or co111e to 1717 Girard .lllvd.
N.E.
tfn
CIIINESE BUHET. CHf:AP All you can eat, Lunch
$3.00, supper $4.50, Sunday Brunch $3.00. Jao-Jao's
Place, 5000 Central Ave, S.E.
tfn
CONTA.C'J'S-POl,ISHING, SOLUTIONS Casey
Optical Company on Lomas just west of Washington.
trn
wt: !SOT lliS'fRIDll'rt:JRS. Prescription eyeglass
frames. Greenwich Village (Lennon ~lyles), gold
rimless. $54.50 (regular $65.00). Pay Les~ Opticians,
5007 Menaul N.E .. across from La Belles,
tfn
CA!It: ABOUT i\RT7 Conceptions Southwest,
LINM's fine am/literary publication, can't exist
without your support. Buy 1981 iss11e $4 in Marron
Hall, Room 13!, UNM Bookstore, Student
!look \lore, ASA Gallery, Fine Arts Museum, Living
Balch. Back issues available $! in Marron Hall,
Rooml31.
tfn
WRIH:IlS· CONCt;PTIONS SOUTHWEST ls now
nccepting ·liternry submissions for its spring 1982
issue. !Iring poetry, fiction, non-fiction, plays, etc. to
Marron Hall, Room 131. All submissions must be
typed and have name, address, phone on each piece.
l'rrclose self-addressed stamped envelope if you wish
tu have your work returned. UNM students, faculty,
illrd alumni only, Deadline Dec. 4. No more than
five pieces per writer please.
tfn
SHORT or t'UNOS Enchilada, red or green chile
.89, big burrito, red or green chile, $1.00, Tostada,
red or sicen chili ,59 at lire Casa del Sol in the New
Mexico Student Union Bldg,
tfn
COUNT DltACUI.A INVITES you to sp~nd
Halloween with Vitmpires, bats, and howling dogs.
Midnight show $7 .SO. Also group rates. Rescrvalions
28!-3338 Barn DlnrrerThcatre. Signed "Dracula".
10/30
Jl!ST A SNACK. Sopnpillu with honey .35, Salsa and
dtips.7S, Nachos SI.OO. Cil5a Del Sol in the New
Mexico Student Union.
tfn
SIN(;J,K~ ONLY .35 a cone single, .60 for a double,
.15 for a triple. New Mexico Union lee Cream
Shoppe.
tfn
TilE BAllA 'I FAITII has answers to your questions.
Come and hear them at 2;30 In room 230 of the SIJD,
Every Wednesday.
10/30
WE'RE I)F..SPERATEI ROADRUNNER Fun is still
here till the end of the month with giveaway prices on
new and 11sed skates and equipment. Come see, Inside
Zappers at22!4 Central S.E. across from Yale Park.
10/30
JUNIPERS COMMING OUT is comming up!. 10/29
LEARN TO DRAW and paint. Classes specializing In
English watercolor methods and Manogen oil
painting mediums. For information and registration
Inquire at Pinacothequc Inc., 333 OSUNANW, 3451330.
1115
ELECT KEITH BURRIS ASUNM Senator.
Together,. we can be wlnners.Pald for in con·
tributions.
11/4
MAKE EXTRA MONEY, .Feel better, look better.
Experience Shaklee Products. Vitamins, minerals,
household, 293-3862.
10/30
SON RISE '81 .FREE October 27-29 Former Denver
Bronco Randy Rich and Former Houston OilerCraig
llradshaw Tuesday Oct. 27 SU~Ballroom Weds.
Oci. 28 and Oct. 29 Woodward Hall 7:00pm each
night. Live music.
10/29
•:XPLORE CARLSBAD CAVERNS, November 21st
only 520.00 for students, Call277·2336,
II /9
50 PERC.ENT OFF BOOKS, RECORDS,
MAGAZINES, COMICS. Newest Bookstore in
University Area, V. PRICE BOOKS, RECORDS,
MAGAZINES. UnlversityaJ CENTRAL. "Twice the
book5 for half the price."
1119

''"If

MAGC;u;. JJltANilT f'OR ASUNM Senute posl!lon
21. plbthteMil.
ll/4
STIWE Gi\SS.!\Il f'OU ASUNM Senate position 24,
plbtcteSO.
11/4
Rll'• R•:sPJ(CT, INTEGRITY, PRIDE. R.,._elect
Robert Lynch, ASUNM Senator.
11/2
KATHY C\JDERMAN FOR ASUNM Sen~te
position 10. plbtcteKC.
1114
JERRY IIAHTBARGEit f'OR ASUNM Senate
position 14. plbtcteJH.
11/4
TRACI WOI,f' FOR ASUNM Senate position 16.
plbtcteTW.
IJ/4
STIUNG PLAYERS!, ENCUANTI\fllNT symphony
Jteeds you. Interested? Call )oy or leave message at
877-5848.
11/3
FORTUNATE ALSO HAS fine personal products,
Aloe Vera lotion. Jojoba and Aloe shampoo and
conditioner, Natural vitamins and weight loss
waffers, 298-2753, ask for Bill.
10/29
DANCE TO WET SOX tonight at Ned's.
10/29
WITCH WAY IS Happy Feet? 4821 Central N..E. I
need a n·ew hat andwari for Halloween.
10/30
MY FAVORITE GUY· Always remember somebody
10/29
cares about you--ME, Judy,
SPIRULINA .... TfiE BREAKf'AST of studerrts.
Film Presentation Friday October 30th, 2-Jpm,
International Studerrt Center 1808 Las Lomas (on
10/30
campus).
MAUCHING BAND, SPIRIT PERCUSSION,
C,E,P.
presidential scholars, dorm residentsLawrence Roybal for ASUNM Senator. Oet plenty,
vote position twenty.
ll/4
STUDENT VETERAN'S ASSOCIATION will hold
th~ir meeting for the month of November at 7;00
p.m. in the Child Care Co-op (Mesa Vista). Ouest
speaker· Harry KinneY·
11/3
HALLOWEEN t'ACE PAINTING at the Bookcase,
Saturday, Oct, 31, noon·5, still only 99 cents. !09
Mesa S.E., 247-3102.
10/30
THANKS TO ALL the people in Sign Language who
chauffered me around. Love Ya, Mo.
11/3
Bl NGEING/WEIGHT I ALCOHOL/Depression
11/3
Problems. 256·1553,
WOMEN'S HEALTH SERVICE UNM. Si.udent
Health Center Annual exams for PAPS, contraception, abortion counseling and other
gynecological services. 277-3136.
tfn
THE PERFECT SENATOR- Elect Kathy Cuderman. Position I0, plbtctckc.
I0/30
Lawrence Roybal for ASUNM senator. Get plenty,
>Ole position twenty.
11/4
NANCITA, HAPPY BIRTHIJAY. I hope this will be
your best. Even the drason wished you a good year.
Oh, yeah, Happy Halloween too. Thinking of you
every day, D.J, Bob.
I 0/30
JUUETTE ... IIAPPY 19th from your Romeos (that
10/29
wanna score) in 104.
NEill> TWO JOURNEY tickets. Cali 247·3202
anytime.
I 0/29

2. Lost & Found
MAX WAHLQUIST~ PICK up your student I. D. at
131 Marron Hall.
tfn
REWARJ>: YELLOW KITTEN • 3 months. Lost
near Unlversity/Roma. 842-5489,
11/4
LOST ENGRAVED PEN, Carol C,, 293-1433,
Reward.
I0/30
JEANNE ZEITLER, CLAIM your wallet at 131
Marron Hall.
tfn
WINTER HAT FOUND at Kiva at 1:00 on Oct. 23,
after Dr. Rosenblum Dev. Psych. Class.
11/2
BLACK CAT FOUND, male, about6 mos. old, by
Soc!Econ Bldg. on Fri., please265-9!43.
11/2
FOUND: SET Of' KEYS on miniature thong. Near
old Psych Lecture Hall. Claim at 131 Marron Hall.
tfn
REWARJ> LOST IN university area. Black and gray
striped female cat, 10 months old, very friendly. If
found or have informaiioncaii243-72Sl or292-U07.
10/30
FOUND KEYS ON srnall nip-flop with little mixing
bowl. Claim Room131 Marron Hall.
tfn
FOUND: BROWN, NYLON duffel bag, cigarette
case, green glove, pair of sunglasses, small coin purse,
tortois .. shell colored barette, man's brown sweater.
Claim at Biology, Rooml73.
tfn
CLAIM YOUR LOST possessions at Campus Police
8:00a.m. to 4;00 p.m. daily.
tfn

3. Services

ROOMMATE WANTEIJ TO $hare three bedroom
hous~ nenr Ridgecrest-Kathryn area. $100 plus !l.i
utilities. 266-08)(),
11/2
ONE R~;DJWOM APARTMENT, high ceilings, near
\JNM, hospitals, garage, yard,$190. 268-7218. JJ/3
CAMPUS COMPAC'I' APARTMENTS, 21$ Yale
SEat Lead. Studio apanments near stores and UNM.
$]8,5/month, free ulilities, $130, deposit. No
cnilc!ren, pets, or roommates. See manager at
apartmerH two or call243-6210, or 883-5940,
11/3
CAMPUS THilEE BLOCKS. Two bedroom, den,
$2~0, 898-6248,2415 Coal.
11/3
HOUSE FOR RENT. Two bedroom, basement,
walking distance to UNM, 843-7620,268-4983. I 1/10
HOUSE FOR RENT, three bedroom near University.
Private backyard, single car garage, call 268-9167
wee~dayor Cathy at 842-7261, day,
11/4
LUXURY TOWNHOUSE FOR lease, 3 blocks from
campus, 3 bedrooms, 2 baths, fheplace, garage, $495,
883·616!, 268-7500,
11/6
ONE ROOM HOUSE for rent V. block from campus, $135,883-6161,268-7500,
ll/4
ONE BEDROOM 5215 s~udlos $185, Furnished and
utilities paid, laundry. 1218 CopperN,E, 842-6170,
11/4
LARGE ONE BEDROOM dllplex, furnl!hed, walkIn closets, basement and yard, $195.00 1706 Gold
S, E. 242·553!.
11/4

GUITAR LESSONS, INSTRUMENTS and rentals.
Mar~'s Ouitar Center, 141 Harvard S.E. 265·3315.
tfn
A·l TYPIST· TEUM Pi\PERS, Resumes 299·8970.
10/30
TYPING • THESIS, DISSERTATION, reports,
10/30
itatistical, call ANNITA299-3781.
i\CCURATI':, E"PERIENCEJ> TYPIST: c~llege
work, resqmes, transcribing, 294·0167.
10/30
H)RMALI,Y SEPARATED OR CONSIDERINO
PIVOitCI:l? Here is legal help most people can afforq. Y911 have someone to turn to for sui dance in
divorce nlld separation matters. Uncontested divorce
with property settlement, and children .•$100.00. J.
Carruth S. L~ga( Clinic. Court costs adc!itional.
Western Bank. 242·2602 for appointment.
10/30
HOME TYPING SERVICE by rethed English
professor. Spelling, grammar, confidentiality
10/30
guaranteed, 292-3431,
TYPING· ~'AST, ACCURATE reasonable, cassette
transcription. 247·2583.
11/13.
PROFI\SSIONAL RESUMES 265-9081.
11/2
TYPART OFFERS TYPESETTING graphics,
typing, design. Quality you've come to depend on .
Ginger· Carolyn 262-1865, !OS Stanford S.E. I l/6
EXPERT TYPING. REASONABLE reliable.
references, Please call299-6256 or299-2676.
10/30
PROFESSIONAL TYPING DONE • iScents per
doub! ... spaced page. 898·61!8 after ~pm.
10/30
TYI'ERIGHTS.
f'.AST
PROt'ESSIONAL, ONE YEAR OLD 1'3605 Takemine acoustic guitar
guaranteed, 265·5203.
Jl/5 and case, $370,268-2796 (keep trying).
1.1/3
TYPINGPAPERS,
RESUMES,
Stored CITY BOOKS, BUY sell, trade, 139 Hal'\lard SE,
1
magnetically. 247-0300.
11/20 265-0285. HOURS: MON-SA T 10-6, SUN 1-5. 10/29
GUITi\R INSTRUCTOR, CLASSICAL other styles. BROWNING Ml:r(TE 10-SPEED, $85, Wards 3·
867-3158.
11/6 speed, $30. Both in good conditio.n with carrying
TYPING
STUDENT/BUSINESS, including . racks. Bicycle carrier for car, $20. !'AIR CAMPY
experienced, pedals, $25, CALL 256-3403 AFTER 5 p.m. OR
statistical/technical.
Reasonable,
competent, 296-6299.
1!/30 Leave Message.
10/30
HOUSE CLEANING, RELIABLE, thorough, HARLEY DAVIDSON IILECfRA Glide, frame up
reasonable. Messages for"Eve", 266-0280.
I l/10 restoration, full dress, many extras! $4,000, O.B.O.,
11/2
TYPING, 75 CENTS/page, 296-4998.
10/30 296-1078.
PROFESSIONAL TYPING BY English/MA adltor. RAINBOW PLA.CE CONTINUING sale with real
Vast experience with dissertations, papers, Editing d[scounts on gifts, recordings, cards, and boolcs.
11/24 Worth the trip. 555 Wyoming NE, 9 a.m.-6 p.m.
available. 266-9550,
10/29
THE AIPC SCHOLARSHIP Program counselors
will be on campus Oct, 29 and Oct. 30 from 9100-4:00 TOP OF THE line studio inrinity RSb spea~ers less
at Mesa Vista Hall-Dean's Conference Room. All than one week old 5290 retail (Sound Ideas) asking
10131
scholarship recipients are required to meet wlth the $250 or best offer cali247-BS21 anytime.
counselors.
10/30 SUEDE JACKET FRINGED, size 36, exce.ilent
condition, $45.00. After 5, 292-5027.
10/29
ATHI.ETIC SHOE RESOLING. Running, Tennis,
Basketball, Racketball, IS durable soles. AT 1978 KAWASAKI KEI7S, DP, Good Condition,
Mountains and Rivers. Across from U,N •. M,
IJ/3 $500/best offer, 294-7543.
10!29
CYCLISTS! FALL TUNE-UP special, only $12.501 TEN-SPEED FUJI, 19 inch, perfect condlllon. Lock,
Centurion 10 and 12 speeds on sale. Harv.ard Bike chain, rack, $200.842-1516, evenings.
10/30
H(>use, 137 Harvard SE, 255-8808,
1113
1978110NDA IIAWK,400cc·~900neg()tiable.Must
!,EARN ABOUT THE Stars! Astrology classes sell. 345-8901 (days) or897·2507 for more Info. 10129
beginning Thursday, Nove, 5th. 6 weeks, once pr
week, 8:00-9:30 p.!fl. Cali2?J.S072,
11/4 WE BOT J>ISTRIBUTORS Prescription eyeglass
frames. Greenwich Village (Lennon styles), gold,
THESES, DISSERTATIONS, PROPOSALS edited.
rimless. $54.50 regular 565.00 Pay Less Opticians,
CST tutoring, Jan Grover, 26S-6094.
10129 5007 Menaul N.E. across from La.Bclles,
tfn

5. For Sale

6. Employment

4. Housing
WANT TO RENT: I.argc One bedroom or two
bedroom apt. or house near University for woman
with ten year old son. January or sooner thru May.
Catherine, 242-7228.
tfn
THE CITADEL-SUPERB location near UNM and
downtown. Bus service every 30 minutes, l bedroom
or efficiency, from $205. All uiilhies paid. DoluKe
kitchen with dishwasher and disposal, recrtation
room, swimming pool, TV room and laundry. Adult
couples, no pets. 1520 University NE. 243-2494. tfn
ENORMOUS, QUIET, TWO..BEDROOM furnished
townhouse apt., fireplace, 9 ft. closets, SJSO, utilities
paid, no pets, children, 247-8724.
lfn
ROOMMATE 3 BDRM HOUSE Furnished one mile
west UNM $150-mo plusonehalfutilities843·67S3
10/29
HOUSESITTER: I AM looking for an apartment or
house to housesit during spring semester (or earlier).
Excellent references and enjoy gardening atrd yardwork. Catherine, 242-7228.
lin
FOR RENT: EFFICIENCY apartment, 1410 Girard
NE, Sl 85/mo., all .utilities paid. Fully furnished •
security locks and laundry facilities. Please call before
6;00 in the evening, 266-8392.
tfn
WALK TO CAMPUS Share nice house with qiriet
grad studeni. $125.00 plus one half utilities, Call277•
5426 9-4.
10/30
ADULTS ONLY: NO pets, Large two bedroom
furnished apartment, Three blods from UNM,
Utilities paid S3SO. 344-7350.
l0/30
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UNM Student Special!

Purchase $5.00 worth of
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4 Football
abbr.
5 Assumed
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6 Blrd's home
7Beill

8 Manuscript:
Abbr.
9 Simian
10 Models
11 Pierce
16 Wings
17 Morays
20 Stalk
22 Scale note
25 Mountain
f1YIY1)h
36 Evergreen
26 Sodium chlotree
ride
37 Fore part
27 Approaches
39 Zeus's
28 Devoured
beloved
29 Brooch
40 Eskimo
31 Seine
41 Agreement
331nsane
42 Aroma
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44 Baby's nap-
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I
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361sable
371nltlal
38Expired
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Anothe.. r Great Otter Fro.rn

I

ACROSS
1 Time gone by
5 Qlllection of
facts
8Charts
12 Falsified
13Hawailan

32Pronoun

Fridays 12·1:30 p.m., beginning Oct. 30, for 6 weeks. A support group for women who
have experienced an abortion.
For information and registration cai! 277-4537, Free to students enrolled lor 6 or more
hours.
Facilitated by Pat Dolan, Student Mental Health Service and Benllelle Meyer, Student
Women's Health Services.

THE BAllA 'I FAITII hannswerno your quesiions.
Come and hear them at2:30 In room230ofth~SUB,
Every Wednesday.
10/30
RAM DASS LECTURE at Woodward Hail,
Tue1day, Nov. 24, 7:30pm. 53.50 at door, advan<'ll
tickeli 52.$0. Buy Now at OPEN MIND
BOOKSTORE, 2931 Monte Vista NE (open 10 • 6)
10/30
SONRISE '81 f'REE Qct. 27 • 29 t'(>rmct Denver
Bronco Randy Rich and Former Houston Oller Craig
Bradshaw Tues. Oct, 27 SUB Ballroom Weds. Oct 28
and Oct. 29 Woodward Hall 7:00pm car.h night live
music.
10/29
FUNK AND DISCO dance contest with d.j, Jams
unlimited friday October 30th In the Subway Station,
Valuable cash and album prizes awarded. For more
Information ca1277·6492 or 271-4506,
10/30
IIALLOWEEN MASQUERADE DANCE with
street scene and JAMS UNLIMITED. In the SU~
WAYSTATION Sat., Oct, Jist. Cash prizes for most
original, scariest and funniest costumes. For more
information call277-6492 or 277-4506,
10/30
SPIRULINA, POPCORN AND refreshments served
with film presentation on health and well-being.
Friday October 30th 2•3pm, International Student
Center on campus.
10/30

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

I'I'IEIEISU'8

International Lenft!r

9. Las N oticias

,·-------------

23 Hebre.N
month
24 Tittles
26Throw
28 Concur
29 Dance step
30 Vast age

111011 la!i Loma• (on <.ampuo)
!>pon!iored by lnlernalionall•nlvr

VOLUNTEEUS NEf:DED FOR New Day Runaway
Hous~ for youfh. Sp~nd a few hours a week witll our
teenagers and gain a valuable experience. Training
provided, Call Judy, 247-9559,
1112
ONE·HAU' PRICE IJOOKS RECORDS,
MAGAZINES, COMICS, NEVER PAY ltETAIL
AOAIN. University at CENTRAL. "Twice the books
at halfthe price."
11/9
PUBLIC TALK BY JUSTIN STONS, forrnerUNM
teacher of TAl CHI and Zen Meditation, Wednesday, Oct. 28, 7:30 p.nr .. entitled "Zen and The
Spiritual Life." ($2.00) OPEN MlND
BOOKSTORE, 2931 Monte Vista N,E.
1112
SPEND
HALLOWEEN
WITH
COUNT
DRACULA. SPECIAL MIDNIGHT SHOW ONLY
$7.50, Alsl) group rates. Reservations 281-3338 Darn
Dinner Theatre.
!0/30

I
I
I

16 Passageway
18 Time period
19 Near
20 Lath
21 Printer's

Film Presentation
Fri. Oct. 30, 2 to 3 p.m.

8. Miscellaneous

1
1

15Before

Food of the future!!

WANT TO EARN 3 credits by touring London or
New Yo1k during Christmas or Spring Break? Se~ S
shows: ''Amadeus", opera, dance Shakespeare?
Some openings on both tours, Call U .N.M. e~t. 4322
or292-7l95.
10/30
IF Y()U WANT ~omeone to "get you on a slow boat
to China~' WbY not advertise in the Daily Lobo.
tfn

~----------....-----·

14 Quarrel

OLD T0\1\fN

7. Travel

I

Yt'l'eath

Makers of Handmade
Indian Jewelry

.

PART·TIME JOB afternoons and evenings. Must be
able to work Friday and Saturday night$. Must be 21
years old. Apply in person, no phone calls, please.
Saveway Liquor Stores at 5704 Lomas NE, 5516
Menaul NE.
tfn
OVERSEAS JOBS· SUMMER/year round. Europe,
S. Amer., Australia, Asia. All .fields .. SS00-$1200
monthly. Sightseeing. Free info. Write IJC BoK 52NM·I Corona Del M&f, CA 92625.
11/3

1\fODEI,S. MALE ANI> Female. $7H35 hourly.
Prefer experience but no( necess~ry, Send sample
photos and state experience ~o P.O. !lox 7203,
Albuquerque, 87194,
11/2
STUPENTS WANTEIJ TO serve meal Thanksgiving
morning, !On.m. ·I p.m. Cal!255-1368.
1112
HELP DESPERATELY N~;E;J>ED by female
handicapped student, 6:45-7:45 weekdays a.m., call
277·2968.
I0/30
THE U,N.M. SPECIAL Services & Upward Bound
Programs need tutors for high school a.nd/or college
freshmen students. The pay rate Is $4.00/!Jr., 3-20
hours per week; times may be se( to fit tutors'
schedules (inc. Saturdays). Graduate students and
upper-level undergraduates in English, Ma(h,
Chemistry, Biology, Physics, Spanish, and History
who QUALIFY FOR WORK STUDY ar; encouraged
to call277·3506 for an interview appointment. 11/4
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